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Libertarians Protest Debate Exclusion
As Interest and

Support for LP Grow
Libertarians

across

the country

into action last month in
an attempt to get Andre Marrou
and Nancy Lord included in the
national presidential and vicepresidential debates.
sprang

The Commission
bates struggled with

on

Presidential De¬

the method of includ¬
ing independent candidate Ross Perot but
excluding Marrou. One news report in
USA Today quoted Bob Neuman, a com¬
mission spokeman, as saying, “It’s a judg¬
ment call.”

In the end, the commission simply
barred Marrou and Lord from the debates,
and attempts by the NEWS to get an

explanation from commission officials were
unsuccessful. In
mission

a

call to the debate

com¬

was told all
unavailable for comment

office, the NEWS

officials were
until after the debates were completed.
“The voters deserve to hear someone
NEWS

photo by Ken Bush

Robert Stockhausen, while taking photos for the NEWS at the Marrou rally in
St. Louis on Oct. 11,1992, was beaten and arrested by police. This photo comes
from a videotape of the attack filmed by LP activist Ken Bush.

else in the debates, the serious and active
candidate of America’s third-largest

party—not a failed Republican who can¬
not be

trusted, a fence-straddling Demo¬
different things at different

crat who says

Beating, Arrest at MO Rally
By Randy Langhenry

^The incident completely

Robert Stockhausen, LP candidate
for U.S. House in the third district of

dumbfounded others nearby,

Missouri, was beaten and arrested by
St. Louis County police during the rally

according to a source. There
seemed to be no reason for

for Andre Marrou at the first presiden¬
tial debate.
Stockhausen was standingin agroup
of photographers and media represen¬
tatives when the arrest occurred. He

taking photographs for this edi¬
tion of the Libertarian Party NEWS.
“I think I’ve failed in that a little bit,
atleastmy anticipation offull coverage
was truncated somewhat,” Stockhausen
was

said.
Stockhausen

was taking photos
police officer approached him
and said, “I know what you are about,’
and something about ‘I’m going to get
you,’” just before he went after
Stockhausen, according to witnesses.
Stockhausen backed away from the
police officer, but then two or more
police officers grabbed him and he be¬
gan to yell for help, according to the

when

a

NEWS

source.

the

police action.

^

“Then all hell broke loose,” the source
said. Police then converged on Stockhausen
and were heard to say, “I’m going to break

arm” to Stockhausen, and another
said, “Yea, break his arm, break his arm.”
According to eyewitness accounts, “there
were at least a minimum of six, maybe as
many as 12, officers hitting him repeat¬
edly and kicking him while he was on the
ground.” The police “handcuffed him,
dragged him, maced him in the face,” a

your

source

At

said.

no

time did Stockhausen

even

inad¬

vertently make contact with police, ac¬
cording to the NEWS source.
The incident completely dumbfounded
others nearby, according to a source. There
seemed to be no reason for the police ac¬
tion.

A

hearing

was

set for Oct. 20, and a

fund was started to help with Stock¬
hausen’s legal fees. To support the fund
or for more information, call the St.
Louis LP hotline at 314-567-8880.
The arrest was recorded on video¬

tape by local LP activist Ken Bush.
The day after the incident, Stock¬
hausen said that “a lot of things hurt
that didn’t hurt 24 hours ago.”

According to sources, Stockhausen
charged with “promoting civil dis¬
obedience,” a felony.
“Bear in mind this is a guy who
considers himself a pacifist,” said Dave
Carr, one of the LP coordinators of the
rally. “Needless to say it was not a
pretty picture.”
Stockhausen, 43, is married and has
was

times,

or a

quitter who offers lame jokes

instead of specific

solutions to our nation’s
ills,” said Mary Gingell, LP national chair.
“If Andre Marrou had been invited, the
American people would have heard spe¬
cific proposals for real change to improve
this country, proposals that they haven’t
had a chance to hear,” Gingell said.
In St. Loui s, over 200 Marrou support¬
ers

demonstrated outside the first debate

site, protesting Marrou’s exclusion from
the proceedings. The rally was called “The
Mother of All Protests” and “Operation
Debate Storm” by local activists.
Robert Stockhausen, LP candidate for
U.S. House in district 3 in Missouri, was
arrested and beaten while taking pictures
of Marrou supporters. [See separate story
on this page.]
Earlier in the day, Marrou was barred

by St. Louis County police from entering
the studio of C-SPAN for an afternoon
interview call-in program. The studio was

located in the same building where the
debate was held. As Marrou and C-SPAN

employee Geoffrey Baum approached the
C-SPAN interview studio, they were
blocked by the police officers. According to
Dave Carr, who was one of the local rally
coordinators and was with Marrou, the

police officer said, “I don’t care if he’s Jesus
himself, I’m not going to let him through.”
In spite of Baum’s verification ofthe sched¬
uled interview, and in spite of statements
by a debate commission member that
Marrou could be permitted inside of the
police lines, the officers still refused ad¬
mission.

“It’s just amazing they won’t even let us
through this little barricade they’ve set
up,” Marrou said. “What we are dealing
with here is a state of paranoia, bordering
on hysteria. And what we also have is an
imperialistic, czaristic president who is no
man of the people.”
Marrou had to conduct the C-SPAN
interview from a mobile telephone outside
the debate hall, and the interview was
limited to only a few minutes.
To add insult to injury, not only was
Marrou locked out of the debates, he was
also locked out of his hotel room. St. Louis
was on the Marrou itinerary long before
the debate site was announced, and Marrou
had confirmed hotel reservations.

“Approximately three days before

five children.
“It was another typical example of
fascism in action here in the good old
United States,” Carr said.
No other participant in the rally was

Marrou was coming in, we got a call that
his room had been canceled,” said Carr.
The hotel informed Marrou that his room
was needed by President Bush’s entou¬

involved in the police action. The
broke up earlier than planned,

“After haggling with the hotel and call¬
ing all the press about it and faxing re¬
leases to the press telling them that we

police moved demonstrators to
isolated

area

of the campus.

rally
after

a more

rage.

continued

on

page 10
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Thanks for
You’re

probably reading this issue right

But in order to meet the
paper’s deadline, I have to write this col¬
umn much earlier.
So I don’t know how the election turned
out. But I do know one thing: 1992 has
been the most exciting and successful elec¬
tion season ever for the Libertarian Party.
The reason for our success is the myriad
of wonderful, dedicated, energetic people
involved in the party and in LP campaigns
around the country, and I’d like to con¬

From the Chair

Mary Gingell, LP National Chair

hours every day implementing these plans
and dealing with the crises that inevitably

our

fund-raising dinners at each of

arise

one.

during

a

country. Thanks to all of you for making

national campaign.

Adam Dick and Alec Franklor accompa¬

summer.

Nancy Lord’s husband, Michael Tan¬
ner, got into the act as well, advising the
campaign, and organizing demonstrations
against our exclusion from the debates,
along with Don Emsberger andlocal LFers
in each of the four debate cities.
One “hero of the revolution” deserves

dling media and travel scheduling from

Operating Committee—”the
Steves”—Dasbach, Givot, and Alexander,
set campaign policy and direction and spent
Tell thea
about the

Franklin, and Walter Ziobro of Ballot Ac¬
cess New England; Sue Walton and Steve
Givot of LIFB AC in Illinois; National Voter
Outreach in Florida, headed by long-time
California Libertarian Rick Arnold; Sevier
White in Oklahoma and elsewhere; Robert
Goodman in New York; Bob Schmedeke in
Missouri; Nick Dunbar, Bruce Baechler,
and Ron Crickenberger in West Virginia;
Larry Phillips in Vermont; Marc Montoni
in Virginia; Stuart Reges in DC; Rich
Loomis in Connecticut; Richard Schwarz
in Pennsylvania; Terry Spath in North
Dakota; traveling petitioners Bobby Ellis,

Beginner’s Introduction to Libertarianism

virtues of
LIBERTARIANISM

Liberty Primer is the best and most comprehensive
to libertarianism presently available. In clear,
simple language, it covers all aspects of libertarianism
from libertarian concepts of rights, to economic theory, to
strategies for obtaining liberty."
Jarret B. Wollstein

Blue i white
T-shirts in
sizes S-M-L-XL

THEY:
♦

want:

$12 each to
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J. L. Oixon

Send $8.95

3689 South 1950 West »13

Valley. Utah

%

84119
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THE SUPER TEE

preshrunk over-sized
Lee-heavyweight, studio art.

$14.95

ea.

plus $2.50 S&H per order

"XXL" add $2.00

Staff Artist

Button: $2.00
per

Randy Langhenry
Mary Kelley Crawford

News, Letters, Art, Photos, or Advertising
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703-662-3691

Subscriptions

or

arrange

Address Changes

Libertarian

Party HQ
1528 Pennsylvania Ave., SE
Washington, DC 20003
202-543-1988

Winchester, VA 22604

PropMan

call: (818) 570-1071

-

-

BLUE ON WHITE

3 FOR $5

PROCEEDS GO TO THE LP OF KENTUCKY
LP OF KENTUCKY
1809 RANIER DRIVE

SEND CHECK TO:

LEXINGTON, KENTUCKY 40505
CALL 606/299-5547 FOR BULK ORDERS

IF YOU ARE AFRAID OF IRS

Printing for Libertarians

YOU SHOULD BE READING AYS

Special prices for Libertarian printing in 2,500+ quantities.
Example: 5K, one side, 8fx11" black on economy white bond for $75,
20K for $225. Call Doug at (209) 369-1780 or write for details.

Are You Subject (AYS) is a treatise on the income tax
"knowledge will forever govern ignorance; and the people

who

mean to be their own
governors must arm themselves
with the power which knowledge gives. -James MadisonFor a copy of AYS please Send $20.00 To:

M.S.

p.o. box ?so

So, THANK YOU!
fighting the good fight

Sharon Ayres
Manager, LNC Development Area

$2.00 EACH

Burton, Ohio 44021

help you."

Solstice, Inc.

‘PuSfisher:

its fight for freedom.

3.5" X 14" VINYL BUMPER STICKERS

plus $1.00 S&H
order. Free with shirt!

P.O. Box 780, Winchester, VA 22604

CompuServe: 71610,3614; Fax: Call to

As the person in charge of our fund¬
raising and membership efforts since
the beginning of the year, I would like
to thank you for responding so gener¬
ously to our appeals. We achieved 50state ballot status this year, the first

And let’s keep
until we win!
In liberty,

ea.

Freedom Enterprises
15765 Main Market Road

I’m here to

Party:

b'l/ote for a Change...
r* ‘Vote Libertarianl

-

All cotton

‘KctrCEkss

Libertarian

Complete income and expense processing for
rentals, including tenant histories.
For a fully functional evaluation copy send $5 to:
309 S. Ynez Ave., Monterey Park, CA 91754

You’ll Love It... It’s The Law!

indicated.

‘Editor‘Emeritus

of the

Please mention this ad.

-

Party NEWS (ISSN 8755-139X) is the official
of the Libertarian Party of the United States.
Opinions, articles, and advertisements contained herein do
not necessarily represent official Party positions unless so

P.O.

San
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An open letter
to the membership

or

"I’m from the

Libertarian

on

But that’s not all. Membership is at an
all-time high and fund raising has ex¬
ceeded expectations. N one ofthis would
have been possible without your com¬
mitment to the Libertarian Party and

Rochester, NY 14610

newspaper

continued

b

Valley SIL

government...

this year!
But the presidential campaign was only

Property
Management Software

Box 10224

Tarty AfETYS

Weisberg, Gary Fincher, Bob Lynch,
Craig Thompson, Kay Johnson, A1 Anders,
Lucien Bruno, Mary Lou Graham, David
Argali, John Robertson, Scott Kohlhaas,
Darryl Bonner, and others, who “saved our
bacon” in many places around the country;
and everyone else I forgot to mention or
didn’t even know about—you all helped
make a dream into reality for Libertarians

Residential

(includes postage) to:

Genessee

Len

timesince 1980. What an achievement!

1

"...A

introduction

t ANY WAY
♦

Editor

powerful

Guam!
Thank you all—ballot access expert Ri¬
chard Winger; Ed Clark, Lee Nason, Craig

special mention: Robert Stockhausen, an
LP congressional candidate in St. Louis,
was arrested while
trying to take pictures
of our demonstration from behind police
lines. Stockhausen, a pacifist and father of
five, was threatened with having his arm
and thumb broken, wrestled down,
dragged, and brutalized by St. Louis po¬
lice, and arrested on “suspicion of promot¬
ing civil disorder.” Bob was scheduled to
appear before a judge, who could formalize
charges, on Oct. 20. Jim Morrison, chair of
the St. Louis city LP, was raising money
for Bob’s legal defense—to find out if help
is still needed, call the St. Louis city LP 24-

Tucson.
The MLC

a

Redpath, who was backed up by hundreds
of paid and volunteer petitioners and man¬
agers around the country. I don’t know the
names of all of them, and I apologize to any
of you I’ve inadvertently left off the follow¬
ing list. But here are some of the people
that come to my mind as I look back over a
turbulent rollercoaster year, a year when
we did what many thought could not be
done: put Andre’s and Nancy’s names on
the ballot in all 50 states, plus DC and

assisting with scheduling in Tucson. Jo¬
seph Knight was able to take some time
away from campus organizing to do ad¬
vance work for Andre
during the early part
of the

flagship campaign such

Our 50-state campaign would not have
been possible without the extraordinary
work of Ballot Access Coordinator Bill

nied Andre and Nancy on driving tours
around the country during the summer.
Adam has continued with the campaign,

Bruce Baechler and flesh Abhir held down
the fort, while Me-Me King continued han¬

West

views to

their many campaign stops around the

gratulate and thank those people, right
now, for a job well done.
Let’s start with our presidential ticket:
Andre Marrou and Nancy Lord. Thank
you, Nancy and Andre, for tireless full¬
time campaigning since your nominations
last September. Thanks for doing numer¬
ous radio talk shows, for
answering the
same questions time after
time, for inspir¬
ing listeners to call for information, for
repeating that 800 number again and
again, for spending days, even weeks, away
from home and loved ones, on the road,
stomping for liberty. You represented us
well, and advanced the cause.
Andre and Nancy had help from their
campaign staff. Perry Willis, Jim Lewis,
and Marti Stoner got the campaign off to a
good start from the Las Vegas office. After
the campaign moved to Washington, DC,

i

hour hotline: 314-567-8880.
Too numerous to name here are the
hundreds of local volunteers who arranged
local visits for the candidates and drove
Andre and Nancy from rallies to inter¬

m

around Nov. 3.

DO IT

Very Successful Year

a

FAIR

BOX

10% discount to all

orders

(L)libertarian organizations. 10% of all commercial

$100 donated to the (L)libertarian organization

of your

choice upon

receipt of payment. Also Desktop Publishing
specializing in technical catalogs, manuals and similar materials.
Offset

612816

Jose,CA.95161-2816

over

r,

printer since 1971. Registered Libertarian since 1974.

Doug Hoiles Printing, 10047 E. Acampo Rd., Acampo, CA 95220
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1993 Convention Notes
Bob Waldrop recently announced
that special convention packages will
be available at deep discounts to col¬

workshops

discussing issues of
organizing strat¬
egies with other college Libertarians.
“College students are the future of
the Libertarian Party,” Waldrop said.
“If we don’t invest in our young people,

workshops for the convention will be
Party Strat¬
egy in the 90s.”
Persons with particular interest or
expertise inthese areas are invited to

interest and

contact MGP.
❖

ian will want to miss the first-ever rock
’n’ roll concert at a national LP conven¬

cently announced “Anti-Federalist
Two,” a libertarian writing contest.
Cash prizes will be awarded and essay
winners will be published in conjunc¬

tion.”
In December, MGP will announce
advance discount packages for the gen¬
eral membership as well as college stu¬
dents. Convenient, affordable install¬

tion with the convention program.

Essay categories include: 1) Race

and convention expenses—with some¬

and Liberty; 2) Earth-Wind-Fire-Water-Planet (environmental issues); 3)
Children’s story teaching a Libertar¬

thing for

ian

ment

plans will be available for hotel
every

budget.

“You could have a great time at this
convention and pay foryour motel room
for as little as 20 bucks a month,” said

egies for Liberty.
MGP is also looking for original hu¬
mor essays for use in the convention
program. A prospectus concerning the

The 1993 LP national convention
will be held in Salt Lake City, UT.
❖

Morning Glory Productions is
pleased to announce a special series of

T

value; 4) Social Security Bank¬

ruptcy; 5) Laissez-Faire Health Care;
6) The Libertarian Party; and 7) Strat¬

Waldrop.

World:

book Healing

The

Other

becoming the Ayn Rand of
the '90s. —Andre Marrou,
1992 Libertarian Party nomi¬
nee for President
"Healing

Our

World

is the first, comprehensive new
published in the last 10 years. It goes far
beyond previous books in providing a wealth of documentation on
virtually every contemporary issue...an important addition to every
libertarian's library." —Jarret Wollstein, author of Society Without
libertarian outreach book

In conjunction with the 1993 LP
national convention, Bob Waldrop re¬

college Libertar¬

new

Piece of the Puzzle, Dr.
Ruwart is well on her way to

“In Our Time: Libertarian

there won’t be any future for the LP.
This will be a great opportunity for a
national conference of college Liber¬
no

Our

environmental issues at

The second announced series of

ians interested in

Besides,

"...with her

Planet,” the workshops will look at
land use, solid waste, environmental
pollution, energy, and whole systems
issues from a Libertarian perspective.

national convention. He also stated
that MomingGlory Productions (MGP),
hosts of the convention, would provide
free meeting space for college Libertar-

tarians.

IS DR. RUWART THE NEXT AYN RAND?

the 1993 LP national convention. En¬
titled
“Earth-Wind-Fire-Water-

lege students who attend the 1993 LP

common

on

NEWS

Coercion

"Never have libertarian

principles been so plainly defined...
running for office."— Dr. Carleton H.
Mabee, former member Kennebunkport, Maine Planning Board
"Continuing her UNITY theme, Dr. Ruwart heals the rift
between spirituality and libertarianism, taking the movement a giant
step forward.—Roger Gary, former Texas State Chair

mandatory reading for

anyone

AA-A-A-AA-A AAAA A A AA A A A AAAA AA'A-* A~A AAA-A1 AAA A A-A *****•**•****-**•**•******-**-*

Yes!

Send

copies of Healing Our World: The Other Piece of the Puzzle. I enclose

me

$14.95 plus $1.50 shipping and handling per copy (Michigan residents add 4% sales tax).

contest is available from MGP at P.O.
Box 526175, Salt Lake City, UT 84152.
Please consult the prospectus before

Name & Address

submitting entries.

Send to; SunStar Press, PO Box 342, Kalamazoo,

Michigan 49005-0342.

LP

WHY YOU SHOULD JOIN I.S.I.L.

Libertarianism is becoming such a major world movement that is going to be hard to
it for much longer. Libertarians are in the forefront of change around the world.

ignore

DID YOU KNOW:
* There

are

24 elected libertarians in the

Norwegian parliament?
largest political faction in St Petersburg, Russia is the libertarian Free Democratic Party?
An LP/ISIL member
Tom Grey of California — is Chief Advisor to the Minister of the Economy in Slovakia?
That a libertarian
Leon Louw of South Africa
is conducting a major restructuring in Eastern Siberia?
That I.S.I.L. has members (including the above activists) in over 80 countries?

* The
*
*
*

—

—

We think that

no

—

libertarian activist

exchange of ideas and strategies.

can

afford osl be connected to ISIL’s world libertarian network and benefit from the

But don’t take

our

word for it. Here’s what leading libertarians have to say about ISIL:

""Every member of the LE should also be a member of
ISIL
there are few more important or worthwhile
organizations in the world today." Earl Etess
.

.

.

"ISS.L. is ihe international libertarian network and is
instrumental in

International

maintaining

a sense

of community

among

I would like to join I.S.I.L. today!
I understand that upon
joining I will receive a full set of ISIL literature and a World
Directory of libertarian organizations and publications.
Membership Levels: □ Basic $20.00 □ Sustaining $35
□ Student $12. □ 3rd World Sponsorship $20. (Member¬
ships include a year’s subscription to the "World Freedom
Bulletin" and qualifies you for a 10% book & tape discount.

Name
Address

Society for Individual Liberty, 1800 Market Street, San Francisco, California 94102 Tel: (415) 864-0952 Fax: 864-7506

CompuServe 71034, 2711

-
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9-fefp Spread the Word!
Libertarian
Ready-to-Use Literature
Instant Membership Cards, $2/100
Liberty Today, $ 10/100
Intro Flier (red, white,& blue/glossy stock), $10/100
World’s Smallest Political Quiz, $1/100
Flier: LP Represents You, $5/100
Flier: Responsible Gun Ownership, $5/100
Flier: Relegalize Drugs, $5/100
Flier: Taxes
Break Free, $5/100
LP Program, $10/100
Individual Program Plank Fliers, $5/100
Unemployment

To Order:

Bumperstickers - $1 each
Enough is Enough/Vote Libertarian
Don’t Blame Me -1 Voted Libertarian

Indicate quantity of each item at
the left, and enter total dollar amount

Legalize Freedom - Vote Libertarian
Vote Libertarian/1-800-682-1776
Libertarian Party - Defenders of Liberty

here (min. order $2; add 15% for post

office box addresses):

Bring U.S. Troops Home
I’m Pro-Choice on Everything
Vote Libertarian Peace, Prosperity, Freedom

—

-

$
Name

Tools for

Campaigns
LP Statue of Liberty Logo master on paper, $1
LP Statue of Liberty Logo Color Slide
for TV news broadcasts, $5
LP Statue of Liberty Logo on MS-DOS disk, $3
Cassette with four 60-sec. radio ads, $5
LP TV ads on 1-inch tape, $35

Education
Political

Party Products Catalog

Corruption

Health Care and Health Costs

Violence, Crime, and Drugs
Sheet, $5/100
LP Bibliography, $5/100
Sample Literature Packet (one of each
above), $5
Starter Literature Packet (small quantity of
each of above), $15
LP Platform, $1 each or $25/100
LP Fact

LP TV ads

on

LP TV ads

on

3/4-inch tape, $35
VHS (not broadcast

Address

City
St.

Zip

quality), $20

Pay by:

Newsprint Ad (Set of 7), $3
Books

Libertarianism in One Lesson

(Bergland), $8 or 5/$25
Restoring the American Dream (Ringer), $10
America’s Libertarian Heritage (Bergland), $1

are

$1 each.

National LP

Bylaws and Convention Rules, $3
Small (8"x 5') LP Banner, one line “Libertarian Party”, $15
Large (14"x5') LP Banner; white on blue; first line
“Libertarian Party”, second line with your choice
of following—“1-800-682-1776”; “Defenders of Liberty”;
“Freedom is the American Way”—circle choice, $25
Statement of Principles on “antique” paper, $2
Bill of Rights original text on “antique” paper, $1
“Bill of Rights—Void Where Prohibited By Law” poster, $10

IRS Buster! Marrou in ’92
Beware: The Government is

Taking Over the Country
VOTE LIBERTARIAN/Liberty Harmony Abundance
VOTE LIBERTARIAN/Peace Prosperity Freedom
Question Authority
Bill of Rights - Void Where Prohibited by Law
Taxation Is Theft

Democracy is Three Wolves and

a

Sheep Voting

What to Have for Lunch
Freedom Wasn’t Won With

picture of a

gun

a

Handshake (with

pointing at YOU)

name

join with Us in

“I

hereby certify that I do not believe in or advocate
as a means of achieving
political or social goals.”

the initiation of force

Evening

Libertarian

Pennsylvania Ave., SE
Washington, DC 20003

$100/month

□
requires us
notify you that LP NKWS subscription cost
of $25 per year is included in your membership

Yes! I want to

help support the national
of:

Libertarian Party with a contribution
□ $25 □ $50 a$100 □$250 □$

Life Benefactor

□

□

□ or$50/month

Patron

or$25/month
□ or $10/month

Sponsor
Sustaining
Subscribing

$1,000
$500
□ $250
□ $100
□ $25

or

□

Payment enclosed (Make check payable
to Libertarian

Bill my;

The United States Postal Service

Party

1528

Signature,
(required for membership only)

GOVERNMENT MANDATED NOTICES

or

form to:

□

□

Occupation

Employer

delivery,

Acct. #

□ VISA

□ MC

Party)

Expires,

_

Signature.

to

dues. The Internal Revenue Service

requires
*

contributions
on

all

are

os to print
not tax-deductible*

fund-raising appeals.

Federal Ejection Commission requires
us

to ask for your

employer and occupation.

j

Wording for iMore Lihertyi
join in the category indicated 'S 3 /> S

Telephone: Day

ask)

/

I want to join the Libertarian Party as a
national member and receive LP NEWS. I wish to

Address

Mail this

run a

□

Name

Allow 2-4 weeks for

we

call 1-202-543-1988 for instructions
on rush deliveries.

literature table. Send your
and address for more information.

want to

a

Mastercard

(Federal Election Commiaeion requires

College students note: we have campus
organizing kits available for those who

on

Visa

Expiration Date
Signature
Employer
Occupation

Misc.

Legalize Freedom, Vote Libertarian 1-800-682-1776
IRS = It Really Steals
Marrou/Lord, (red, white & blue)
Marrou in ’92, Libertarian for President

check

Card #

Miscellaneous Buttons
All buttons listed below

cash

i am {oining the monthly Liberty Pledge
In the amount Indicated above. The Liberty
will bo sent each month.

O
□ I want to subscribe to LP NEWS only.

Enclosed is my subscription

fee—$25.

O

Please send

a

Program
Pledge New

reminder notice each month.

Please change my crecSt card (number above).
□ Send me information on automatic checking withdrawal.
□

LIBERTARIAN NATIONAL HEADQUARTERS

Pennsylvania Ave., SE • Washington, DC 20003
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Why isn’t everybody
Why aren’t people breaking
the Libertarian
Party?
When you explain libertarian
ideas, why aren’t people dropping
to their knees and protesting, “All
my life, with open arms, I’ve waited
for you and your message. How do
I join? When’s the next meeting?
down doors to join

couldn’t take Yes’ for

My campaign taught

man

I followed these with

Is

Your Libertarian Ideas?

You be the

Do You Lose Friends And

Alienate

judge.

Mises, Friedman and Rothbard,
Hayek, Bastiat and
Heinlein, Jefferson and Paine.
Browse through the catalogues
of Laissez Faire Books, Freedom’s
Forum and Liberty Tree.
Scan the policy reports of the
Cato Institute, Heartland Insti¬
Hazlitt and

tute and Reason Foundation.

Leaf

through Reason, Liberty,

Freedom Network News, and The

Or this issue of LP News.
more

proof? Compare your

libertarian ideas to the statist ideas

read in the newspapers and
magazines. To those you see on

you

television. Liberal and

conserva¬

The Art

Not

been offered all

smarter-than-thou.

States and Canada.

Or

more-

Then, I tested

more-

1976,1

was

the Arizona Lib¬

ertarian

Party’s candidate for the
congressional seat held by Morris
Udall.
I lectured

people who weren’t

interested. I debated when I should
have discussed. I talked when I

should have listened. I talked down
to everyone.

If there

was an offensive, shock¬
ing way of presenting a libertarian
position—I used it.
Every so often, people would try
to agree, but I didn’t notice. I

teachings in
organizer and

my

“The Essence

of Political Per¬

suasion is bold, imaginative and
brilliant. It is the most innovative

Campaign, Project 51-92 ballot

ian

effort and the 1992 Marrou For

testing and results, I have
duced

learning

pro¬

three hour audio tape

a

program:

The Essence of

Political Persuasion.

Party presidential nominee.

“I’ve

personally listened to

Michael Emerling’s political per¬
suasion tapes several times. This
program is great. It’s a necessity,
not a luxury, for all libertarians.”

Jim Lewis,

1984 Libertarian

Party VP nominee and 1992
Marrou For President Campaign
Manager.

telling

to do something different.

What You’ll Learn In

people you don’t convince
are showing you what does not
work. Are you paying attention?
The marketplace of ideas works
just like the free market. Consumer
response is a teacher. Are you
learning?

f

How to influence with integ¬
rity.
Open the door with rapport.
^

From confrontation to

The power of metaphors, para¬
bles and teaching tales.
Political

Cross-Dressing: how

get converts from the liberal

“Michael

Emerling’s political
persuasion tapes are superb. I have
listened to them many times. I
continue to be impressed by the
power and sophistication of his

techniques.”
Vince Miller, President of Inter¬
national Society For Individual

Liberty (I.S.I.L.).
“I have

a

set of these

political

persuasion tapes. I had to learn it

left and the conservative right.

before I could teach it. Thank you

The Late, Great Libertarian
Macho Flash: abuses and uses

very

of intellectual shock tactics.

much, Michael Emerling.”

Marshall Fritz, founder of Ad¬
vocates For Self-Government

["free bonus tape with this offer

sion.

I □ Yes! Send

me The Essence Of Political Persuasion Audio Tape Program for
only $29.95 and the free bonus tape—an added $10.00 value—Emerling’s
The Missing Factor In The Libertarian Equation: Self-Responsibility.

name

60-Day Trial Period
If, within 60 days, I am
not completely satisfied
with the

address

Tape Program,

I will return it to you for
a full refund of the pur¬

chase price.

And I can
keep the bonus tape as
a free gift.

city

format. I observed and listened.

results.
How To Get Converts Left & Right
and The Late, Great Libertarian

conver¬

sation.

and embarrassed by
my campaign in 1976. But I was
determined to salvage something
from my experience. I wanted to
learn the art of political persua¬
began to read. It’s now over
1,000 books on psychology, episte¬
mology, semantics, salesmanship,
cybernetics, self-help, hypnosis,
communication and creativity.
I interviewed specialists in com¬
munications and persuasion. I
asked questions and took notes.
I applied the scientific method
to everything I learned. I tested
every approach, technique and

Only

Three Hours.

Persuasion.

began to write

more

$500,000 for these projects.
$519,344 to be exact (source: FEC).
Now, after 12 years of study,

That is the road to permanent
failure.

I

Between Fall

than

intelligent enough, or good
enough? It’s always their fault?

Failure is feedback. It’s

the

1987 and Fall 1991 I raised

a

or

you

was

President Campaign.

mentor?
And when you fail to persuade,
do you blame the listener? The
other person isn’t rational enough,
mentor, not

I

In

the United

beating the other person into sub¬
mission? Do you behave like a tor¬

I felt stupid

gold idea—freedom—
and you can’t even give it
away. Ever ask yourself why?”
Congressman Sam Steiger, 1976

over

and effective program of its kind.”
Andre Marrou, 1992 Libertar¬

to

carat

Really Work?

fund-raiser for the 1988 Marrou VP

close, is it? Liberty

24

Does It

Are your ‘discussions’ really lec¬
tures? Do you try to convince by

The Art Of Political

a

libertarian ideas irresistible.

seminar.

the field. I

wins hands down.

“You Libertarians have

a

over

ethical-than-thou.

populist.

even

>■

Of Political Persuasion
Workshop has

rational-than-thou attitude. Or

tive, socialist and fascist, totali¬
tarian and

gently win
without arguing.
And many more easy, enjoy¬
able and effective ways to make
people

Marathon Weekend

a more-

The

Pragmatist.
Need

I launched

more, so

persuasion.

Intellectual Judo:

>-

The libertarian audience wanted

People?

principled-than-thou. Or

Re-examine the political and
economic ideas of Rand and Von

guage:
tarian

arti¬

Mentality, The
Myth OfMushrooms In The Night,
Leveraging Liberty With Language

in the mirror. Me.

Some libertarians have

Something Wrong With

Leveraging Liberty With Lan¬
the semantics of liber¬

>-

and Intellectual Judo.

give?”

can

more

cles: The Militant

Is there a limit to how much money
I

published by

were

Reason.

how to
lose friends and alienate people.
Finally, it sunk in. My problem
wasn’t other people. It was the
me
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libertarian?

a

Macho Flash

an answer.

Libertarian

Michael

up my

Emerling

Box 28368

|

l

state/zip

Las Vegas NV 89126
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LP Sticks to
Despite what they consider unfair treat¬
ment of their candidate in this year’s presi¬

dential campaign, the Libertarian Party
will stick to its principles and not use

government to

coerce private organiza¬
tions, the party’s national chair said just
prior to the first presidential debate.
Reacting angrily to a report that a Perot
supporter in California had called in to

San Francisco radio station KGO with the

“scoop” that the Libertarian Party would
be filing for a court order to force LP
candidate Andre Marrou to be included in
the presidential debates, LP national chair

Mary Gingell said: “People in this country
have private property. Even if they get
together and are unfair to us, we still
aren’t going to go out and put a gun to their
heads to force them to do what they don’t

acting in its behalf, and candidates
by it, shall refrain from
invoking or threatening to invoke “the
equal time” rule, “reasonable access
rule”, or any other Federal Commu¬
nominated

nication Commission rule or any co¬
ercive instrument to obtain broad¬
cast air time

mize individual choice and minimize gov¬
ernment control over the lives of its citi¬

or

individuals who don’t

co¬

operate.
“We want to be included in the debates.
We want the media to cover us. We think
it is unfair when we are left out. But using

government to force people to be fair is not
the way to achieve freedom in our time,”
said Gingell.
“We are trying to walk a fine line, doing
what we can to persuade people to treat us

fairly, but still keeping true to our prin¬
ciples. Sometimes we make mistakes, but
it doesn’t help when we are doing the right
thing and people falsely claim that we
aren’t,” she concluded.
Disputes about whether use of govern¬
ment force can be justified as part of a
political campaign have arisen from time

for any party candidate

spokesperson

on

any

privately

owned and financed (i.e. non-govern¬
ment) broadcast facility.
Earlier in this election season, some LP

Libertarians consider all government

violence against

Election

a

members called for party candidates to
make use of the federal matching funds
program to obtain campaign funds. Some
minor parties, such as the New Alliance

Party, have made

of these tax dollars
efforts, but Lib¬
ertarians view taxes as an example of the
coercive use of force—something to be mini¬
mized and certainly not to be used to sup¬
port private or partisan interests.
Although the LP has never issued a
formal policy against its candidates’ ap¬
plying for matching funds, no candidate
use

to fund their ballot

access

The
tee:

following information is provided by the LP congressional campaign commit¬
Presidential Vote Totals:

1980

Ed Clark

1984
1988

David Bergland
Ron Paul

920,238
228,314

431,616

Congressional races where Libertarian candidates could control the outcome:
Glynn Reeves (L)
Terry Everett (R)
George Wallace (D)
Mark Bodenshausen (L)
Ben Erdreich (D)
Spencer Bachus (R)
Richard Boddie (L)
John Seymour (R)
Dianne Feinstein (D)
B. Herschensohn (R)
JuneGenis(L)
Barbara Boxer (D)
Matt Howard (L)
Frank Riggs (R)
Dan Hamburg (D)

AL d 2
AL d 6
CA Sen.
CA Sen.
CA d 1
CA dll
CA d 14
CA d 36
CA d 38
CA d 49
IL Sen.
KS d 4
MO d 2
MO d 6
NY Sen.
NC d 11
UT Sen.
WA d 9

Christine Roberts (L)
Chuck Olson (L)

Marc Denny (L)
Blake Ashley (L)
John Wallner (L)

Andrew Spiegel (L)
Seth Warren (L)
Jim Higgins (L)
Dick Reynolds (L)
Norma Segal (L)
Ken Day (L)

Maury Modine (L)
Tom Brill (L)

Richard Pombo (R)
Tom Huening (R)
Joan Flores (R)
Steve Horn (R)

Pat Garamendi (D)
Anna Eshoo (D)
Jane Harman (D)
Evan Braude (D)

Judy Jarvis (R)

Lynn Schenk (D)

Rick Williamson (R)
Dan Glickman (R)
James Talent (R)
Tom Coleman (R)
Alfonse D'Amato (R)
Charles Taylor (R)
Robert Bennett (R)
Pete Reichbauer (R)

Carol Braun (D)
Dick Nichols (D)
Joan Horn (D)
Pat Danner (D)
Bob Abrams (D)
John Stevens (D)

1-900-4-LIBERTY Election
Starting at 9 p.m.(EST), Nov. 3, 1992

Menu Item #1
Menu Item #2

for the Libertarian nomination has ever
done so, and the LP this year achieved
nationwide (50 states plus DC and Guam)
ballot status for the Marrou/Lord ticket

entirely with volunteer workers and pri¬
vate

Night

Scorecard

follows:
The National [Libertarian] Party,
its elected and appointed officials

Support for the right of private property
central feature of the LFs platform,
which outlines policies intended to maxi¬

action to be “at the point of a gun,” because
it is ultimately backed up by the threat of

result of

is that it should be abolished and replaced
by private ownership of the airwaves.
The party’s current policy, adopted by
the Libertarian National Committee, is as

a

zens.

a

question which arose during the 1980 presi¬
dential campaign regarding attempts to
get television exposure for candidate Ed
Clark, the party took an official position on
the question of use of the FCC as an instru¬
ment of coercion, consistent with the LFs
platform position on the FCC itself—which

want to do.”

is

Principles

to time within the LP. As

Wayne Owens (D)
Mike Kriedler (D)

Coverage

Cost $1.95 per minute

Message from Andre Marrou
Joining the Libertarian Party

Menu Item #3

Marrou/Lord Election Results

Menu Item #4

LP

Menu Item #5

Local and State LP Results

Congressional Results

donations.

Gingell Thanks Activists for Incredible Year
continued from page 2

the

tip of the iceberg. We fielded

over

750

candidates around the country, running
for every office from Justice of the Peace to
U.S. Senate. Many thanks go to all these
fine candidates, as well as their campaign

staffers, the volunteers who walked pre¬
cincts, stuffed envelopes, and contributed
the money to make it all possible, and the
families of all these people, who probably
had less time with their mom, dad, or
spouse because of that person’s work in the
LP.
And congratulations, welcome, and good
luck to our newest Libertarian legislator,
who joined us in September: Donald

Roulston from New Hampshire. He joins
Cal Warburton and Finlay Rothhaus as
the third Libertarian member of the New

Hampshire state house.
I also want to thank those people whose
hard work made my job as Chair of the

party easier, and even enjoyable, over the
past year. First and foremost, the Execu¬
tive Committee, Area Managers, and Na¬
tional Director, who met with me by phone
every two weeks as a group, and each
spoke separately with me every day or so,
to discuss budget problems and other cri¬
ses, to report on work going on in their
management areas, to help plan upcoming
projects, to advise me and help me make
decisions: Steve Dasbach, Joe Dehn, Bill
Redpath, Steve Givot, and Sharon Ayres.

These friends and colleagues, along with
legal counsel Bill Hall, were the backbone
of my support group for 1992. I’ve also
consulted from time to time with my pre¬

decessor, Dave Walter, and I appreciate
his helpful advice.
Sharon had the

especially hard job of
Development Area Manager, responsible
for raising the funds necessary for the LP
to function well and to increase member¬

ship. She was assisted by many fine man¬
agers—Karen Allard, Dan Karlan, Ken
Prazak, Thea McLean, Sue Walton, and
Steve Givot—as well as numerous volun¬
teers who helped with letter writing, edit¬

ing, developing phone pitches, designing
materials, and providing advice based on
their fund-raising knowledge and exper¬
tise.

Some of those who took on key jobs in
the Education Area, headed by Joe Dehn,
in the
Dasbach:

Organizing Area, led by Steve
Gary Johnson, Bill Evers, George
O’Brien, Marla Bottemiller, Don Ernsberger, Ron Crickenberger, Toni Black.
Thank you all so much for supporting
my key managers and helping them get
things done.
or

National Director Nick Dunbar headed
great staff at HQ, which provided
administrative support to all of us and
served as a command post during many
up a

crises. LPHQ staff this year included Marc
Montoni, Steve Feldman, Stuart Reges,

Scott

McKenney, John Wilburn, and

nu¬

regular or occasional office volun¬
teers, along with computer consultant John
Famularo. Thank you all for being there,
through thick and thin, to handle an everincreasing workload in less-than-optimal
surroundings, as campaign season got ever
merous

hectic.
We are lucky,

own

replacements—the “new blood” of

party leadership.
And of course, thanks to our Liberty
Pledgers. You came through, month after
month, with the money we needed to con¬
tinue operating. And, even in this tight
recession year, many of you came through

more

with contributions

also, to have Joseph
Knight as our primary Field Organizer,
along with Tim Starr in the early part of
the year, and Brad Klopfenstein this fall.
Marti Stoner has begun doing telephone
advance work for Joe’s and Brad’s college
campus visits.
And it is a pleasure to be able to work

monthly pledge amounts, especially in
answer to our plea for early funds with
which to complete ballot drives. Thank

with outside contractors who

are

also Lib¬

ertarians, and who understand what we
are all about, such as Alexis
Thompson
(tel ephone fund raising), Dean Ahmad (800
number transcription services), Dan and
Andy Endsley (telephone renewal solicita¬
tion), and, of course, Randy Langhenry,
editor of the NEWS.
I don’t want to leave out

our

state

party

officers, who have concentrated on the
important work of building our affiliate
parties, such as: running fair booths, en¬
couraging state and local candidates, de¬
veloping local groups, securing “perma¬
nent” ballot status, contacting inquiries,
building rapport with local media con¬
tacts, collecting joint national/state mem¬
berships, andrecruitingandtrainingtheir

over

and above your

you.

Our occasional

contributors

came

through as well, in the early part of the
year and later as well, helping us with
ballot access, TV advertising, inquiry re¬
sponse, campus outreach and winnable
races, at a much higher level than we had
initially hoped for. Thank you.
Finally, I’d like to thank each of you, for
writing letters to the editor, calling in to
talk shows, talking with friends and neigh¬
bors, displaying LP bumperstickers, run¬
ning computer bulletin boards, speaking
to high school classes and service clubs,
and so on. You reach thousands of people
in these ways, and that builds our party.
Again, I apologize if I’ve left anyone
out—that’s easy to do at 2 in the morning
on deadline day.
Thank you all for giving me the oppor¬
tunity to work with you in 1992. It was my
pleasure.
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Andre Marrou
By Andre Marrou

•

1992 LP Presidential Candidate

I believe that Thomas Jefferson’s words
still ring true in 1992: “That government is
best which governs least.”

Democrats and Republicans have
brought us soaring budgets, tax increases,
erosion of our civil liberties, an enormous
bureaucracy and interference in the af¬

NEWS

Says Don’t Waste Your Vote

Holding violent criminals responsible

raised taxes and has given us the largest
deficits in history.
Bill Clinton claims to be the candidate
of “change”. But his party has controlled

for their actions;
•
Letting parents choose the schools
their children attend;
•

Libertarian Party

Letting honest, peaceful Americans

what you’ve

Vote for Libertarians Andre Marrou
and Nancy Lord to demonstrate that you
are fed up with the taxes, spending, defi¬
cits and bureaucracy imposed upon us by
the Democrats and the Republicans.
For more specific information on my

Congress for decades, and is largely re¬
sponsible for the financial mess our coun¬
try is in.
There is an old saying: “Ifyou always do
what you’ve always done, you’ll always get

live their lives without government med¬

dling.
George Bush pledged in 1988: “Read my
lips - no new taxes.” He lied. Instead, he

always got.” Don’t waste your

vote this November.

proposals, call toll-free 1-800-272-1776.

fairs of other nations.

Many government programs have
brought counterproductive results. For
example, instead of improving the lives of
the poor, anti-poverty programs have cre¬
ated generations of welfare families and
an expensive welfare
bureaucracy.
It’s time for a change.

Now! 'fadty rfwUletik&

rfmenictotb...

I understand that the best way to create
more

jobs and increase personal income is

to reduce taxes and eliminate

You don’t have to wait for the FDA

burdensome

regulations. I support:
Creating a surplus by cutting govern¬
ment spending;
Cutting the bureaucracy through at¬
trition;
Phasing out the income tax;
Ending business and farm subsidies;
Having Japan and Germany provide
for their own defense;
Holding polluters fully liable for the
damage they cause;
•

For your

personal

“approve” of new
obtain therapies that can:

use, you can

to

memory

•

Enhance mental function four times better than

•

Increase mental energy,

•

Maximize the

•

Increase

and intelligence enhancing therapies.

Hydergine!

•

concentration, and alertness!

•

•

•

•

ability to memorize facts, Figures, and scientific findings

learning, mental agility, and I.Q.

•

Improve test

•

Prevent and treat
Parkinson’s

scores

leading to higher grades and work productivity!

degenerative brain diseases including Alzheimer’s Disease,
Disease, etc.

ABORTION CHOICE:
in

Harmony or in Conflict with the Rest of
the Libertarian Party Platform?
For a copy of this analysis, send SASE to:
Libertarians for Life
13424

LYSANDER SPOONER
A Great American Individualist

Europeans are using these drugs to improve their mental condition to unprecedented levels. Now Americans can
gain access to advanced life extension therapies such as Piracetam, Centrophenoxine, human growth hormone,
and a new memory-enhancing product that is four times more effective than Hydergine.
As

!

Lymndbb ©doomed
Deader

his essays

$24.95

€0

postpaid

r

or -it

member of The Life Extension Foundation, you

For

just $50.00,

1.

The

you

1

will leam about the scientific basis for using these
them!

you can get

will receive Life Extension Report and Life Extension Update each month plus:

Directory Of Life Extension Doctors. A nationwide directory of doctors who
therapies and may be willing to prescribe them for you.

are

knowledgeable about

these advanced

j

2.

*

The

Physician's Guide To Life Extension Drugs. The first book ever published to provide American doctors
“unapproved drugs”. This book is referenced to enable the lay person
understand and find therapies for specific purposes.

with information about safe and effective

Call toll free

?-

(800)

to

K

326-0996

3.

*

believe your

mmMdtAMJj

*

The

Directory Of Innovative Medical Clinics. If you were told you had an incurable disease would you
doctor? A disease your doctor says is “unbeatable” may already have a cure that the FDA has not
yet “approved” of. There are scientists with impeccable credentials who are effectively treating so-called

/r'.

fax (415)
541-0597

or

Free

a

life-enhancing therapies, their side effects, and how

An

collection of

compiled the sources, the doctors and the information to enable Americans
therapies from around the world. These drugs have been safely used in France, Germany and
years, but until now, have been denied to Americans.

obtain life extension

other countries for

Hathaway Drive, #18

Wheaton, MD 20906, 301/460-4141
Doris Gordon, National Coordinator

exhilarating

The Life Extension Foundation has
to

“terminal” victims of cancer, Alzheimer’s Disease, etc. You can now access these advanced research centers with
The Directory Of Innovative Medical Clinics.

Catalog

Discounts of 25% to 50% on your vitamin purchases.
advanced life extension formulas at super discount prices.

4.

LAISSEZ FAIRE BOOKS
Dept DEF, 942 Howard St, San Francisco CA 94103

Members buy

name

brand nutrient supplements and

5. Discounts

of 20% on all your prescription drug purchases including popular life extension drugs such as
Hydergine and Eldepryl. THE MAIL-ORDER PHARMACY saves members hundreds of dollars a year on their
prescription drug purchases.

Freedom Shirts
Original Poems © Belkin 1991
a) I’m
Addicted to Freedom
b) Legalize Freedom
c) There is freedom
..

.

of choice.

The Life Extension Foundation is the

only organization in the world that tells you how to obtain the most
therapies in the world...long before they are “approved” by the FDA. You will be the first
products that will enhance your life.

advanced life extension
to

find

out

about

..

To

for every choice
but mine...
Silk screened

Tee Shirts—Black

per

order. Indicate letter and size to:
Marty Belkin
P.O. Box 350357

Brooklyn, NY 11235
$1.00 from each sale will be donated to Libertarian

Party.

use

the coupon or call:

1-800-841-5433

Enclosed is my $50.00 membership. Please enroll me in your life extension program which
includes two newsletters each month and the three directories of life extension doctors,

Hanes 100% Cotton

Beefy
lettering on White T-Shirt.
Sizes: Medium/Large/Extra Large
Expect 4-6 weeks USPS Priority Mail Delivery
Send $12.00 per shirt + $2.00 shipping
on

join,

drugs, and clinics and the

super

discounts on

my

vitamin and prescription drug purchases.
LM

Name

Mail to:

Address

Life Extension Foundation
P.O. Box 229120

City

Hollywood, FL 33022

Credit Card #

State

.Zip
Exp Date.
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Why I Am Not

a

Republican

By George L. O’Brien
Internal Education Director
I am proud to be a Libertarian.
While watching the Republican national

convention, I was reminded repeatedly as
to why I am a Libertarian rather than a
Republican or Democrat.
Realistically, it would be impossible for
me to identify with the national Demo¬
cratic Party. Even its “moderate wing”
favors

more government
spending, more
regulations, more trade quotas, more con¬
trols, and higher taxes. They turn legiti¬

mate concerns about the environment

as a

justification for huge new bureaucracies
and see nothing wrong with the current
tort system or business taxes. In short, the
prescriptions for the economy offered by
the Clinton/Gore ticket keep looking like
of the same statist nonsense that has
caused our current economic malaise.

more

However, the fact that I reject the big
government programs of the Democrats
does not mean I can accept the Republican
Party. If anything, the events in Houston
alienated me from the Republican Party
even more

As

a

than before.

libertarian, I could

never

in good

conscience be associated with a party whose
vice president attacks gays as being im¬

moral and whose

leadership continues to
pander to all kinds of bigotry. I could never
support a party which boos Gov. Weld of
Massachusetts when he
he is “pro-choice.”
I

announces

that

absolutely disgusted by the
speeches ofPat Buchanan, Pat Robertson,
was

and Jerry Falwell. Buchanan in particular
made it clear that he believes that the

country is in the midst of religious and
“cultural” war against gays and lesbians,
women who feel they must choose an abor¬

tion, non-Christians, people with AIDS,
immigrants (if they do not look and sound
just like him), and straight couples who
are not married. What is worse, the bitter
intolerance of the “Religious Right” has
been institutionalized in the
national platform.

Republican

Perhaps it is too much to ask that the
Republican Party actually consider issues
such as legalization of drugs and ending
all attempts to censor erotic materials.
But the attacks on gays, the rigid anti¬
abortion positions, the calls for a wall
between the U.S. and Mexico, these were

“necessary,” yet the Bush administra¬
nothing to prevent such state¬
ments from being put into the platform. I
for one am not “reassured” by the claim
that they “don’t really mean it.”
However, my dissatisfaction with Re¬
publicans does not stop there. I became
increasingly annoyed by the Republican
not

tion did

claims that the reason the Soviet Union
fell was because of the Republican arms

buildup in the early 1980s. What really
happened was that the Soviet economy fell
apart due to statist economics and its own
military spending which was quite high
even during the Ford and Carter adminis¬
trations when U.S. spending grew less
quickly. I am not convinced that the Reagan
buildup had more than an incidental im¬
pact on the events in the Soviet Union.
If the military buildup ofthe early 1980s
was not necessary or at best overdone,
then the fact that the Republicans traded
off accepting Democrats’ domestic spend¬
ing to gain support for more military spend¬
ing was a major mistake. However, Repub¬
licans are not permitted to even consider
that possibility.

66
While I would

never

dream of

voting for slick
Willie Clinton, I am really
glad I do not have to de¬
fend George Bush, Dan
Quayle, and the Republi¬
can platform.
Sometimes I think they
are just doing all this to
make the Libertarian Party
look

good.^

The Republicans consider the last four
to be an unqualified foreign policy
success. I am not so sure. Panama now has

years
more

drugs running through it than before

and has an extremely corrupt administra¬
tion where the police are all former mem¬
bers of the Noriega national guard. Iraq
was

being sold military hardware right up

to the invasion,

the retaliation left Saddam
could attack his minori¬
ties, and U.S. policy prevents Iraq from
selling oil which was supposedly the whole
point of the invasion. The U.S. was slow in
supporting Yeltsin, was slow in support¬
ing the secession of the Baltic states, and
has continued to give foreign aid to govern¬
still in power so he

ments rather than focus investment of

private individuals. The U.S. resistance to
the partition of Yugoslavia served as a
prop to the Serbi an thugs for m any months.
All of this would be enough for me to
refuse to associate with the Republican
Party. What is especially disconcerting is
the discovery that the Bush administra¬
tion is not really interested in promoting
free market economics. Instead of articu¬

lating a program of serious deregulation,
privatization, and a removal of major ar¬
eas of government spending; Bush has
spent the last four years sending to Con¬
gress trivial proposals and then making
only halfhearted attempts to get them
passed. He then uses this failure as an
excuse to blame the Democratic Congress
rather than admit that he really ignored
domestic policy and the economy for four

posed balanced budget.
Bush never apologized for not telling
the American people that federal spending
has increased by 40 percent since 1988.
Bush never apologized for failing to veto
more of the spending bills or for
passing
what he called at the time a “quota bill.”
Bush says that he wants a line item veto.
While this might be helpful, he never once
described what he intends to use it on. In
Bush’s entire acceptance speech, he never

mentioned a single program he actu¬
ally intended to cut, let alone eliminate.
Bush never discussed the role of special
once

interest contributions to incumbents

hand out. Bush never described the role of
his own appointed agency heads lobbying
and testifying before Congress as to why
their department budgets need to be in¬
creased. Bush never once explained why
he gutted the Office of Management and

Budget whose job it is to provide balance to
the endless witnesses at hearings favoring

would make.
In his acceptance

speech, Bush apolo¬
gized for the “budget deal” which led to a
massive increase in taxes. What he did not

explain was what led him to imagine that
Congress would do anything other than
spend even more. Furthermore, Bush never
explained was why he continued to defend
the budget deal for the next two years.
Bush never apologized for the fact that
new regulations expanded dramatically
under his watch (the Federal Register has
averaged 650,000 pages per year). Bush
never apologized for the misregulation of
the banks and S&L’s, for the increasingly
predatory tactics of the IRS, or for his
failure to even once offer Congress a pro¬

government.

Bush talked about

changing his Cabi¬
discussed firing
Darman and Brady whose compliance with
Congress makes them virtual accessories

net, yet has

never once

to the

fiscal disaster of the last four years.
In fact, Bush fired the few free market
oriented people who had remained from
the Reagan administration and completely
isolated Jack Kempfrom any general policy
role.

Whining about Congress is not a substi¬
a truly free market economic policy.
Capitulating to virtually everything the
Democrats pushed for is not really reas¬
suring for a candidate whose defenders’
main argument is “well, he is better than
the other guy.”
While I would never dream of voting for
slick Willie Clinton, I am really glad I do
not have to defend George Bush, Dan
Quayle, and the Republican platform.
Sometimes I think they are just doing
all this to make the Libertarian Party look
good.
tute for

Marrou/Lord

Campaign

10-Point Plan

years.

Except for the capital gains tax, it is
unlikely that most Americans have any
idea what Bush really wants to do, if any¬
thing. However, even with this proposal,
he has failed to explain what difference it

as

why Congress always wants to expand
government so as to have more favors to

more

Repeal the Personal Income

•

Tax and abolish the IRS.

Expand free enterprise: more
jobs, greater economic
growth.
Restore gun ownership rights:
trust people, beware govern¬

congressional terms:

•

•

•

citizen statesmen, not pro¬

fessional politicians.

Bring our troops back home to
defend the U.S.

Fully Informed Jury
laws and

Amendment: try
defendants.

ment.

Limit

Enact the

•

End all tax-financed subsidies,

including those for harmful
drugs.
Stop hiring federal employees:
let attrition cut bureaucracy.
Cease foreign aid: stop
penalizing our workers.
Privatize education, charitize

welfare, allow choice in all
matters.
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Welfare, Education, Health Care, and More
Edited

ling support (for a school choice bill). In an
interview, he says: ‘For so long I’ve been
locked into this thinking process—that
because I’m an African-American, and a
Democrat, I’m supposed to think a certain
way, be committed to purely public schools,
and not look at other avenues. The cry has

by Dave Walter

Cliches and
easy

uninformed statements are
to dismiss as senseless prescriptions

from political outcasts and fringe ideo¬
logues. Libertarian advocates—be they can¬
didates, state officers, speakers, pamphlet
writers, or other spokespersons-—may gain
credibility for Libertarian ideas by pre¬
senting facts and quoting expert opinion
that bolster LPpositions. This column will
provide the ammunition you can use to
confound the skeptics and impress those
searching for answers by citing mainstream
publications and recognized opinion lead¬
ers (for and against individual liberty).
Send in your submissions, with a clipping
to verify the statement and the source, for
inclusion in future issues of the NEWS.

ISSUE:
EFFICACY OF

been ‘more money, more money, more

money,’ but after more dollars were spent,
test scores did not improve. Suddenly,
when I discovered the ‘choice’ concept, I
knew I had to support it.’ Mr. Reaves says
that ‘the rank-and-file schoolteachers in

|§t§!b©@!
whispering protectionist assurances to U.S.
business.”

Hage’s article in U.S. News & World
Report, Aug. 17, 1992.
Submitted by reader Janet Bivins, New

Libertarians have tried to tell them that
for years. Here’s a non-libertarian voice
who agrees.
“American government is failing at such

providing streets
free of gunfire and schools with high stan¬
dards, and yet at this moment, when
government’s reputati on is deservedly rot¬
ten, Clinton’s platform says that it is com¬
petent to plan the future. National plan¬
ning, an exercise that is part prophecy and
part nanny-kno ws-best, illustrates thi s law
fundamental tasks

as

of institutional behavior: Government’s

goals become

grandiose

as govern¬
ment becomes less able to master mun¬
dane tasks. Count on it: When government
more

promises, say, a Great Society, roads and
bridges and schools are going to get worse.
George Will, columnist, in Newsweek.
Submitted by reader Gordon Hancock,

“The social costs of the War on Drugs
extend far beyond the injuries drug ad¬
dicts inflict on themselves. The costs also
are borne by millions of people caught in
the web of the criminal justice system and
victimized by the rising neighborhood vio¬
lence. Progress in the War on Drugs can be
attained only if the nation’s efforts shift
a

schools.’”
Melanie S. Tammen, Florida journalist
and adjunct scholar of Cato Institute, op¬
ed article in the Wall Street Journal, Aug.

6, 1992.

this

goal would be comprehensive de¬
the federal

criminalization of drugs on
level ..”
.

Staley, president of the Urban
Policy Research Institute and university
economics professor.
Submitted by Diane Carol Bast, Heart¬
land Institute, Illinois.
Sam

ISSUE:

product (2.2 percent) since the AAFRC
began keepingtabs on total givingin 1959.”
“Economics Trends” page in Business
Week, July 6, 1992.
tic

<>■ O- + O ❖

The recent annual report of the Census
Bureau claimed that some 30 million
are living in poverty. This is
shocking, but the Census report is flawed,
and far overstates the problem. Robert
Rector, a policy analyst at the Heritage
Foundation, hasitemized some of theflaws:
“For example, in 1989, 40 percent of all
households identified as poor by the Cen¬
sus Bureau owned their own homes. The
average home owned by a ‘poor’ person is

Americans

a garage and
patio. According to figures
released by the Department of Housing
and Urban Development and the Census
Bureau, one million ‘poor’ people own
homes valued at more than $80,000 and
75,000 of the ‘poor’ own homes valued at
more than $300,000. The average Ameri¬
can poor person has twice as much living
space as the average Japanese citizen and
four times as much as the average Rus¬
sian. The overwhelmingmajority ofhomes
and apartments of the poor are in good
condition. Most ‘poor’ Americans today
are better housed, better fed, and own
more personal property than average
Americans throughout most of the 20th
century. Acfjustingfor inflation, per-capita
expenditures of the lowest-income onea

AND WELFARE
The views of black Americans don’t dif¬
fer all that much from those of other Am eri -

despite what the media’s “black lead¬
ers” claim. A liberal study group, the Joint
Center for Political Studies, recently re¬
leased a poll which attracted the attention
of Clint Bolick, litigation director at the
Institute for Justice. Bolick writes, “Edu¬
cation is the number one election issue for
black Americans, the survey found, and 75
percent support a ‘back to basics’ direc¬
tion. In sharp contrast to politicians and
establishmentcivil rights leaders, an amaz¬
ing 88 percent support a ‘voucher’ system
that would allow parents to choose the
schools their children attend. Like many
other Americans, most blacks are skepti¬
cal about current welfare policies. Some 57
percent believe government should not
increase aid when single mothers have
more children, and 75 percent think such
a policy change would encourage single
women to have fewer children.”
cans

in the Wall

❖ ❖ + ^ ^

“Rep. Darryl Reaves, a 31-year-old
Democrat who represents a poor, innercity section of Miami, offers some compel¬

SELF-HELP AND

ENTREPRENEURSHIP
Every time we hear calls (demands, ac¬
tually) for government to help groups to
improve their situations in life, we recall
how millions of immigrants did it without
government help in the 19th century. Many
a doctor and lawyer today had great-grand¬
parents who picked rags in Hell’s Kitchen
or broke sod on the prairie. But we are told
that “things are different today.” Are they?
In the aftermath of the Los Angeles riots,
came out how penniless Korean refugees
managed to end up owning a substantial

it

number of businesses.

According to Insight magazine, "... in
early 1970s when the first mass influx
of Koreans to the U.S. occurred, many
Koreans started businesses without the
help of banks. They operated an informal
system of rotating credit called the kye
(pronounced ‘keh’) system. Typically, early
immigrants worked in manual labor jobs
to earn enough money to join a kye club.
Once in the club, they would pool their
resources and give their proceeds to one
member of the group to start a business.
the

The process was repeated until each mem¬
ber of the club had a business. Such a

system is not exclusive to

Koreans, says

Ivan Light, a professor of sociology at UCLA.

‘Rotating credit is a Third World savings
di t te chni q ue, wi dely foun d through out the world, including Africa. I believe it
is a significant factor in Korean success,
and I see no reason why the black commu¬
nity couldn’t do something similar.”
Unfortunately, some black leaders would
..

an d ere

a

EDUCATION

Clint Bolick’s op-ed article
Street Journal, Aug. 5, 1992.

❖

didn’t dampen American’s philan¬
thropic instincts. According to the Ameri¬
can Association of Fund-Raising Counsel,
donations to non-profit organizations
jumped by 6.21 percent, to $124.77 billion.
That’s the biggest percent of gross domes¬

law enforcement, trafficking-

oriented strategy toward a demand-ori¬
ented strategy. An important step toward

ISSUE: FAIR TRADE

that compete with American-produced
goods. When Commerce imposes the du¬
ties, as it does in almost every case, all
consumers suffer while some employers
and employees win protection of obsolete
or inefficient practices. While some claim
that “anti-dumping” laws ensure a “level
playing field,” the methods used actually
discriminate against foreigners who sat¬
isfy American consumers.
Business writer, David Hage, says that
“the Commerce Department can find a
foreign company guilty of dumping if its
prices in the United States are so low that
it fails to earn an eight percent profit. And
yet the average American manufacturer
earns just four or five percent profits. Last
May, Commerce ruled that Toyota and
Mazda were dumping minivans in
America—even though their vehicles cost
$2,000 to $3,000 more than comparable
American minivans. If Commerce’s calcu¬
lations are to be believed, Mazda lost money
on 90 percent of minivans it sold at home
and on every van it sold in America for
almost four years.”
Concludes Hage, “Meanwhile, Bush and
his Beltway colleagues keep spouting free
trade rhetoric to the public while quietly

from

private

year

THE WAR ON DRUGS

away

to

“Therecessionary economic climatelast

ISSUE:

Texas.

Big business is happy to run to the
Commerce Department and try to get
higher import duties on imported goods

them send their children

❖

Voters need to learn that government,

planner of the future, is not very good.

the union structure—agree

York.

GOVERNMENT
as a

district—actual teachers as opposed to
with my sup¬
port of school choice. A good number of

my

ISSUE:

three bedroom house with

porch

or a

fifth of the U.S. households in 1990 ex¬
ceeded the per-capita income of the me¬
dian American household in 1960.”
Rector’s op-ed article in the Wall Street

Journal, Sept. 3, 1992.

rather perpetuate the myth that blacks
can’t cut the mustard like other immi¬

grants. Rev. Leonard Jackson, influential
pastor of L.A.’s First A.M.E. Church, would
rather whine: “We can’t do that because
first of all, African-Am eri can 8 did not come
to this country voluntarily. We’re talking
about over 200 years of depression. We
don’t have savings in South Central.”

Insight, Sept. 7, 1992.

ISSUE:
NATIONAL
HEALTH CARE
us believe the answer
ever-rising health care costs is to impose
national health care, based on the Cana¬

Some would have

to

dian model.
“But perhaps the best spokesperson for
the virtues of Canadian medicine is Que¬
bec Premier Robert Bourassa. As reported

Maclean’s, Mr. Bourassa learned in
August 1990 that he had a potentially fatal
skin cancer. Did he thereupon dutifully
join the queue for treatment in Canada’s
universal health care system? Did he take
advantage of the technological promises of
this medical Miracle of the North? No, he
chartered a plane and flew to the United
States, where his cancer was promptly
in

cured.”
letter to the editor of Business

Kevin Hopkins, senior fellow and former
director of health care research at Hudson

Week, commenting on the new Americans
with Disabilities Act, Michael J. Dugan,

Institute, in Business Week.
Submitted by Dr. M. V. Simpson, Mas¬

president and CEO of the National Mul¬
tiple Sclerosis Society, said, “People with
disabilities don’t want a handout; they
want respect.”

sachusetts.

In

a

Business Week, Oct. 5, 1992.

[Note: When submitting items,
a copy of the clipping
with name of author, if any, and pub¬
lication name and date.]

please include
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Libertarians in Action
IN

continued from page 1

porters not only from Georgia, but also

going to be down there demanding
his hotel room, they finally backed off,”

nearby states—Alabama, Florida, South
Carolina, Tennessee, and even Illinois and

Carr said. The incident received front page

Indiana.
Lord and other candidates,

were

coverage, including a color photo
in the St. Louis Post-Dispatch.

of Marrou,

including
Hudson, who is running for U.S. Senate,

On television, a spokesperson for the
Bush/Quayle campaign said that it was
totally outrageous that Marrou wanted

and South Carolina U.S. House candidate
Jo Jorgensen, spoke to the gathering, and
The Atlanta Constitution carried a story
the following day about the rally and Lord.

his room.
“It was almost surreal,” Carr said. The
television report said one Republican had
been put out of his room. “They blow into
town three days beforehand demanding
that he [Marrou], being a man that al¬

Libertarians also worked to get the na¬
tional media to recognize the presidential

ready had a hotel confirmation for
weeks, be thrown out.”

the

many

The demonstration in St. Louis received

bit of media attention, including
coverage on C-SPAN television.
“Overall, it went very well,” Carr said.
“We had 52 signs representing the 50 states
quite

NEWS

photo by Robert Stockhausen

and DC and Guam where Marrou is
ballot.”

Andre

Marrou, center, LP presidential candidate, speaks to a media
representative at a rally in St. Louis on Oct. 11,1992. Over 200 Libertarians and
other concerned citizens demonstrated against the exclusion of Marrou from the
presidential debates. Demonstrations were also held at the other debate sites.

rally.
On the day after the first presidential
debate, and after the demonstration in St.
Louis, Marrou was a guest on “The Larry
King Show” on CNN television. During his
portion of the show, Marrou was asked
why he was not invited to the debates.
“That’s a good question,” Marrou said. “We
met all of the debate commission’s objec¬
tive criteria. I have just as much chance to
win

Liberty Line!

as

Ross Perot.”

During the television show, the LP tollfree telephone number was given out sev¬
eral times. By the following morning, large
numbers of calls requesting more i nformation were coming in to the LP.
The following day, Marrou appeared on
the “Good Morning America” television
show on ABC, and Nancy Lord was again

1-900-4-LIBERTY

interviewed

Get LP election results

minute billed to

your

on

CNN television.

During the vice-presidential debate in
Atlanta, about 200 Libertarians again
staged a rally near the debate site, accord¬
ing to Georgia state chair Jim Hudson.
Coordinated by Michael Tanner and
Ron Crickenberger, the rally drew sup-

this month!
per

the

Along with Carr, Jim Morrison, St. Louis

LP news!

$1.95

on

LP city chair, and Dave Holden were the
two main coordinators of the St. Louis

Keep up with the latest

Call

a

phone

Rallies were also planned for Virginia
and Michigan during the additional two

presidential debates.

as a four-way race, rather than
three-way race the national television

campaign

networks continued to report.
Libertarians flooded the major televi¬
sion networks with calls demanding that
the networks quit referring to just three
nationwide presidential candidates, and
include a mention of Marrou. So many
calls were placed that one LP activist re¬

ported that when he asked for the news
department at one network, operators
asked if the call was about the LP.
With all the barriers put up against the
Libertarian message, Americans called in
to the party’s telephone information line
in large numbers requestingmaterial

about

the LP and the Marrou/Lord campaign.
National LP television advertising was

clearly successful, as a new number which
was listed only on those ads received
many
thousands ofcalls. New membership forms
have been arriving at the national head¬
quarters in large numbers, and the na¬
tional party membership level continues
to climb to new levels daily. Since the
beginning of the year, membership in the
national LPhas grown by over 14 percent.

Supporters of Liberty:
What if your campaign contribu¬
tion and those of others nation¬
wide could be focused to aid those
few Libertarian congressional
candidates with the best chance
of winning?

Imagine: two, three, even six Lib¬
competitive cam¬
paign chests
Libertarians ac¬
tually elected to Congress!
ertarians with

Do you
other office

have computer hardware, software, or
equipment (file cabinets, etc.) you're
not using? The national, state, and local branches of
the LP often find themselves looking for equipment,
but lack funds. Send any office equipment— in
complete, working, clean condition—to national HQ,
and be sure to include your estimate of what it is
worth. MS-DOS, Amiga, Ilgs, and Mac equipment
preferred.
Local LP groups in need can contact national HQ
for a current inventory list.

ri

Esoteric Books
300 Pities

FREE CATALOG OF AFFORDABLE

1
i
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REPRINTS:

|

Freemasonry, Rosicrudan, Alchemy, Hermetic, Kabalah,
Mysticism, Tarot, Theosophy, Occult, Metaphysical,
Spiritual, Symbolism, and Eastern Thought. Find spiritual
freedom despite the darkness of the Church and State.
Spiritual freedom begets politicalfreedom.

L

Kessinger Publishing, Box 160-LP, Kilt, MT 59920 (406-756-0167)
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Now there is

a

.

way.

Write for free

information to:
CELTC (Committee to Elect
Libertarians To Congress)
P.O. Box 4422
Las Vegas, Nev. 89127-4422

J

Marrou

Paid Announcement Format:
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(Note: This Is Not An Advertisement)
A Question of Conscience:

Will

we

allow the United Nations

The

Corporation, the CFR, the Fed,

the IRS, and the New World of Totalitarian Order to survive the
information age to the absolute end of all liberty worldwide?
Our solemn

duty

as Americans is to help make
the world’s most displayed sticker:
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by Fredric Madeleine

«

$7.00
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Libertarian

Party Candidates

The following is a list of additions and/or corrections to the
list of LP candidates that appeared in the October NEWS.

State Senate d 17

Delaware
Schmitt, Peggy

U.S. House d 1

Indiana
Beckman, Ted

New

State House d 18

Jersey

Wiessmann, Ed
Dundas, Bill

Clerk, Sussex Co.
Freeholder, Sussex Co.
Freeholder, Gloucester Co

Zarzycki, David

By Jane Bostwick

State House d 83 (write-in)

Meredith, Christopher T.

New

Fred Heiser

New Mexico

State Senate d 13
State Senate d 19

Dillon from

State House d 4,
State House d 8,

tion.

State House d
State House d
State House d

Berry, Cliff

State House d

Watts, Mary

State House d

Daigneault, Keith
Discipio, Sr., William

State House d

Bodwell, Ken
Roulston, Donald
Benson, Dave

State House d

State House d

Nagel, Ed

U.S. House d 3

State House d
State House d
State House d

State House d

Rockingham
Rockingham
10, Rockingham
12, Rockingham
12, Rockingham
13, Rockingham
13, Rockingham
14, Rockingham
15, Rockingham
20, Rockingham
26, Rockingham
26, Rockingham
26, Rockingham
29, Rockingham
29, Rockingham
33, Rockingham

Bolton, Ilia

State Senate d 4

Wallack, James

State House d

Csanyi, Attila
New York

State Senate d 11

Levy, Jacob

State House d

Friedman, Douglas

State House d 45

Bellerive, Norman
Platz, Chris
Hart, Janet

State House d 2, Cheshire
State House d 6, Cheshire

State House d 6

Pennsylvania
State Auditor General

Clymer, James

State House d
State House d

Bovin, Denis
Chandler, Charles
Bowen, Randall
French, Jacqueline
Puksta, Charles

a

senatorial debate broadcast at the sta¬

write-in candidate in the 1990 senatorial

judge Sarah Evans Bakers ruled the write-in ban
unconstitutional in July 1990.
Among the protesters was Jon Padfield of Kokomo,
LP candidate for state representative in district 8.
Padfield is running against Democrat Earl Howard,
who ran unopposed his last three terms in this heavily
unionized city.
“The newspapers are starting to take us seriously,”

Hillsborough
Hillsborough
34, Hillsborough
40, Hillsborough

State House d 8, Merrimack
State House d 17, Strafford
State House d 17, Strafford
State House d 8, Sullivan

said Padfield. “We’ve been invited to several candidate

forums—everything from the firefighters’ organiza¬

“Credibility is the cornerstone, and we’re making
progress.”

Washington

State Senate d 33
State House d 114

real

State Senate d 27

Shepard, Richard

Tools For

Liberty

By I.S.I.L.

of the first American Revolution in 1776 was strongly influenced by
of pamphlets, including ‘Thomas ‘Paine's "Common Sense". TPe can do it again!
success

mass

Vince Miller

Ending Our

'U1 (

un

U.n(,

"For

Andre Marrou

□

□ In Pursuit of

□
O

□

□

O
□
□

International

Liberty (Philosophy)

□ Affordable Health Care

□

and

□ The Disaster of

Independence

□ Libertarianism: The Path to Peace..

O

sample set for only $2.00
receive a free copy of ISIL’s Bulletin

President, ISIL

I have been using ISIL pamphlets in my legislative
campaigns in Alaska and in two national campaigns across the U.S.A.
I have found them to be very helpful, and I recommend them to
anyone who wants to spread the message of liberty through the written

□ New Declaration of

MILLIONS NOW IN CIRCULATION

-

circulation

years

medium.”

a

In

tion to the National Association of Social Workers.”

Quillian, Richard
Amendola, Drew

Order

race.

1988, he brought suit against the state election board,
citing the combination of Indiana’s ban on write-in
votes and its 40,000 (2 percent of the vote cast in the
last election) petition signatures requirement. Federal

South Carolina

T'he

a

The debate was sponsored by the League of Women
Voters, who excluded Dillon because the LP received
less than 10 percent of the vote cast in the state for
secretary of state in the 1990 election, said Nadine
Dillon, wife of the candidate. League of Women Voters
representatives were unavailable for comment.
Alvin Anders, Dillon’s ballot access coordinator,
said the campaign had received letters from incum¬
bent Republican Sen. Dan Coats and his challenger,
Secretary of State Joseph Hogsett, saying they did not
object to Dillon’s participation.
Indianapolis attorney Dillon gained ballot access as

State House d 31,
State House d 31,

McCoy, Paul J.
Kempt, Cory

Ohio

Chanting “Let Dillon Speak” and “League of Women
Censors,” a group of20-25 libertarians picketed WFYITV, the Indianapolis Public Broadcasting affiliate,
over the exclusion of U.S. Senate candidate Stephen

Hampshire

Zebuhr, William
Loftier, Paul
Vitale, John
Gorman, Don
Warburton, Calvin
Norris, Dana
Stewart Jr., John

Harrigan, Doug
Currie Jr., Douglas

Osborn, Russ

Protest in IN

Ten neSSee

California
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O
□

Ending Our Drug Nightmare
Death by Regulation (on FDA)
Looting of America (Forfeiture laws)
Is Your Freedom In Danger?
Curing Our Sick Economy
Freedom of Speech Linder Siege
Privatization (lowering taxes)
Jobs For Everyone (Minimum Wage)

□ Gun Control/Patriotism/Civil Disob.
□ New

Hope For Freedom: FIJA

□ Free Trade

vs.

□

Foreign Aid
Privatizing Eastern Europe
Labor Theory of Value (A critique)
How To Sell Liberty
Outreach Organization Tips
How to start an ISIL Chapter

I I enclose $

for
pamphlets @ 50
Minimum order $1.00. Mixed titles OK.
On orders of 1000 or more we will provide a
I complimentary overprint with your address.
■

apiece.

|

Name

j Address

Protectionism

Society for Individual Uberty, 1800 Market Street, San Francisco, California 94102 Tel: (415) 864-0952
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Petitioning, Education, Lots More

Petitioning Experiences
As

one

of the ballot

offer that involved

petitioners
who has been traveling the country over the
past 16 months collecting signatures to put
access

the LP

on the ballot in all 50 states in 1992,
I feel it is time to take a step back, reflect

upon things, and express my gratitude to all
those Libertarians who helped make this
task

an

easier and

more

bearable

one.

but Howard McConnell did, and I don’t know
how to begin to express my thanks. I

hope

this

forum, however, is

But the individual to whom I’m most
indebted is Howard McConnell of Miami,
whose compassion and assistance towards
cannot be measured. It was in Miami last

December that I faced my greatest ordeal as

petitioner: I was arrested and brutalized by
police simply for collecting signatures at
a post office (where I
presumably had a
court-upheld right to circulate). Then, on top
of that, I spent eight days in captivity, followed
by a host of felony and misdemeanor charges
that literally intimidated me into taking a plea
a

the

a meager

start.

Gary L. Fincher
Lewiston, ME
(temporarily serving probation in
Birmingham, AL)

This

includesthe lodging, transportation, technical
assistance, meals, entertainment, and moral
support of hosts in those states where
petitioning was required.
A petitioner has to spend weeks and
months on end away from home, apart from
close relationships and any semblance of a
normal life. A petitionerfurther has to contend
with the uncertainty of finding locations, face
the elements of the weather, and the
arrogance of undisposed voters and the
hostility of aggressive government officials.
Deep appreciation goes out to those folks
in Wyoming, Nebraska, Indiana, Connecticut,
Alabama, Idaho, Illinois, Virginia, New York,
Wisconsin, West Virginia, DC, and Florida.

me

a year of probation that
severely impaired my livelihood. Not
may people would post their own money for
the bond of someone they had hardly met,

has

legitimacy, andcreates even more opponents
liberty.
I do not suggest that we water down the
principles of libertarianism, but I do suggest
that we dispense with all the self-righteous
chest beating. Instead, I propose that we all
learn to improve our communication skills so
to

that

we can express the LP’s solutions to the
problems facing this country in the least
objectionable way. Being sensitive to the
feelings of our fellow citizens is the only way

that the LP

Anyone who has tried to explain, in 50
or less, why we are all better off
without an EPA, SEC, or any otherthreeletter agency, will appreciate this idea. I
have found that this sells well to people
across the political spectrum, from left
to right, centrist to libertarian, and is
understood quickly.
The basic idea is to promote and cam¬
paign on the basis that Libertarian candi¬
dates will put forth a bill, which I call the
Separation of Powers Bill. This bill would
be created in order to strip the three letter
agencies of two out of three of their
powers, i.e., the executive, legislative,
and judicial powers which all of these
agencies possess, in direct contradiction
words

to the U.S. Constitution.

For most

people, one of the few things
they can rememberfromtheir high school
civics class is that our government has
checks and balances, and that it is made
up of three branches, the executive, the
legislative, and the judicial branches.
They also remember that it was set up
that way deliberately by the Founders,
and that this is one of the great strengths
of our political system. They already
know this!
What they have never considered is
that virtually every bureaucracy ever cre¬
ated in this country violates that prin¬

ciple. When I tell people that I would
return our government to its intended
constitutional format, and rid them of
two-thirds of the bureaucracy in the pro¬
cess,
one

without having to eliminate even

agency,
No one has

boy do their eyes light up!
ever given them a pat re¬

attract more new members.

Anti-Statism

Martin G.

Bravo to Steven A. Rosile (Sept. 1992
NEWS) who pointed out the serious public
relations damage being done by those
Libertarians who ignorantly portray the LP

anti-statist.

as

The LP will achieve much

more

political

progress by persuading fellow citizens that
the LP advocates a strong, but not large

government that has the capacity to
successfully protect all the individual rights
of every citizen. This country needs a strong,
but not expensive government that can

successfully resist the political pressure of
special interest groups. We require a
strong, but not intrusive government that
successfully provides a credible deterrent to
those who would conspire to rob us of our
lives, liberty, and property.
The LP must start playing the game to
win, and to do this we must use persuasive
techniques to mass market the LP in positive
terms of what we do want, not in negative
the

April
Mystic, CT

Post Cards
How about a post card version of the
World’s Smallest Political Quiz to mail to as

(e.g.,
major
media personalities, politicians, college
professors, etc.).
We could bombard them all. Post cards

only 19 cents, and if several of us get
together we can purchase a bulk mail permit
are

that would lower the cost
do you think?

most

“Should the IRS be able to make rules,
execute the enforcement of the rules,
and then judge the justice of the rules in
their own tax court?” Or I ask, “Have you
ever heard of anyone getting a
jury trial
in a dispute with a government agency,
such as the EPA?” Arguments like these
have not really been made since the

1930s, and most people have never given
them any thought. The consequence is
that instead of giving a programmed re¬
sponse, people have to actually think for

themselves, and they usually do pretty
well.
I’d like to see all of our candidates for
office adopt this approach, perhaps we
could even place it in our platform. It
would also be helpful if someone could
dothe necessary research andfigure out
how much tax money could be saved if
we

were

to down-size the federal bu¬

reaucracy by two-thirds!
The only flaw in this idea that anyone
has yet offered is that the republic-rats
would likely offer three EPAs instead of
just one! Still I would welcome the com¬
parison: we would be offering to reduce
the government bureaucracy by twothirds, could they propose to triple it?!

Mike Pierone
New

Jersey LP State Chair

a

What

good idea to

few words about Professor Ken
Janda of Northwestern University, author of
the most popular Political Science 101 college
a

textbook in America, now including the
diamond chart in his book. This lends

credibility (at least among the academic
crowd).
Hal Dunn

people off, hurts the LP’s

sponse for this argument. In fact, their
training tends to reinforce the belief that
this is a necessary step. Instead of spend¬
ing hours trying to convince someone of
the necessity to rid themselves of even
one bureaucratic agency (and often fail¬
ing miserably), I can convince them in
less than five minutes to get rid of twothirds of the bureaucracy in one fell
swoop!
Concrete examples are simple. I ask,

even more.

I also think it would be

include

terms of what we do not want. Anti-statism

turns

by 20-40 percent) had only 5, 8, 9

and 0.
to

The Pottawatomie County clerk explained
that last year they had canvassed the

me

entire county

by mailing out new registration
project was necessitated by the
installation of a 911 telephone system which
required the assignment of rural addresses,
hence the inquiry.
I believe this is very good news for

forms. The

Libertarians. I think it
in the state had to

would do

as

our

means

that if everyone

re-register,

a lot of them
friends in Pottawatomie

County did and come over.
They are out there, they need only to be
nudged to re-register correctly.
Go nudge ’em!
Douglas N. Merritt

many influential people as possible
local newspaper editors and reporters,

Tampa, FL
Voting
problem Libertarian candidates
face is the “horserace” mentality of voters. It
must be explained to voters that their vote
sends a specific message to candidates.

A State Chair Writes:
I am writing to share an idea with
Libertarian candidates for this and future
elections.

can

smaller

A major

When

vote is cast for the entrenched old

a

parties, the message is I APPROVE! I
approve of the waste and fraud in Wash¬
ington. I approve of the way you are handling
the economy. I approve of the tactics of the
IRS, and the actions of the CIA. KEEP DOING
IT. I approve of our domestic policy. Continue
raising my taxes. NEVER CEASE. I am in
favor of the inequities of the criminal justice
system. Keep taking away my rights. I have
no objection to your voting yourselves huge
pay raises. YOU HAVE MY CONSENT. Keep
using our own money to bribe us. I’m giving
you permission. And I want the same thing
for my children. I approve of the quality of
education my children are getting in public
schools. Give me more Watergates, more
Iran/Contra affairs, more banking scandals.
Continue subsidizing the tobacco industry. I
approve and I’LL CONTINUE VOTING FOR

Atchison, KS
Jobs Program?
recently that “working for the
government” is Los Angeles gangsta slang
for “selling drugs.” I was impressed at this
insight into what is really the government’s
biggest jobs program.
What about the risk of arrest? Drug dealers
know that if cops “do it by the book,” i.e.,
observe the proper constitutional restraints,
then the only way to get caught is by making
I learned

a

mistake.

The problem is the “dirty” cops. Not that
they often arrest people who are innocent,
exactly. But some individual officers will lie,
entrap, and plant drugs on people just to get
that arrest. They “know” that so-and-so is a
dealer, so why not, they rationalize, bend the
rules a little and put him away, even if they
can’t actually catch him at it.

Gangbangers don’t seemto resent it when
good cops just do their jobs. The truth is,
there really are some violent crazies around
that need to be taken off the street. Besides,
somebody has to keep the black market
price of dope from sinking to far!
Libertarians, of course, are suspicious of
all government jobs schemes, even one so
successful

as

this.
Neal Donner

Los

Angeles, CA

Libertarian

Republicans
(Oct. 1992 NEWS) you
dismissed the idea of Libertarians competing
for election as Republicans on the basis of a
particular Libertarian who didso and received
only 16 percent of the vote in a primary. To
In

draw

an

a

article

conclusion from one observation is at

best casual

YOU IN THE FUTURE. KEEP UP THE

empiricism.
Through this year’s primaries, the Liberty
Republican Caucus batting average has been
50 percent in races in which the Libertarian
Republican isthe challenger, and 100 percent
in which the Libertarian Republican is the

GOOD WORK!

incumbent.

That’s

exactly what your vote says!
Phyllis Avery
Oceanside, CA

Registered Libertarians
of state issued his
county-by-county voter registration list in
July.
That list indicated a Pottawatomie County
registration of 8,923. This is one of five
The Kansas secretary

counties in the first senatorial district where
I

am

running so I was interested in seeking
registered Libertarians living there.

out the

What

was

remarkable about the list

Pottawatomie

was

County counted 51 Liber¬
tarians, while the other four counties (each

..

The complete list of Libertarian

Republican
participated in this year’s
primaries, many of them members or past
members of the LP, is too long to list in this
letter. Suffice it to say, many, including four
state legislators who ran for nomination for
U.S. Congress or Senate, were unsuccessful,
yet a greater number won
The same factors that have propelled the
LP to all-time highs in membership,
candidates, media coverage, and to 50-state
ballot status, are at work with in the Republican
Party. Economic stagnation, failed lead¬
ership, and political corruption are causing
more and more people to seek an alternative.
candidates who

...

continued

on

page 13
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More Letters: Educational
continued from page 12

misunderstands the Libertarian

We know Libertarianism to be the alternative.
As Don Ernsberger has put it, “Liberty works,

and

Liberty is right.” Politically, it is
increasingly thecase also that“Liberty wins.”
Clifford F. Thies

Baltimore, MD
Revise the Platform
The LP

platform should not state basic
principles but only talk about the
next step. The LP platform should state
goals like tuition tax credits, replace the IRS
libertarian

and income tax with
treat

a

Choice, Feminism

position is that women
(and men) are free to do or be anything they
want, provided they don’t violate another’s
rights through force, the threat of force, fraud,
coercion. For me, a woman, this includes

If Ms. Kemnerfinds it offensive that the LP

autonomous.

The Libertarian

or

pander to the readers of such “seedy
by trying to lure them into the
only political party that purports to support
their right to read pornography, I can only
shake my head and think perhaps she is not

the

right to be a sex object if I choose.
Pornography is no more a violator of women’s
rights and dignity (as many feminists claim)
than most religious material (such as the
Bible, which commands women to be the
subservient, silent chattel of men). Perhaps
adult material may be tasteless, vulgar, and
offensive to some, but people who read it
have the same rights as those who wish to
read Ms. magazine.

position on
(Says she, “Pornography is not
on it!”) The LP does indeed have a special
affinity to the feminist agenda—if the feminist
agenda is as claimed—to allow women to be

feminism?

tastelessness”

a

libertarian after all!

is freedom,

Freedom

and

no

judge who is more
important to the growth of the LP.
Norma Jean Almodovar
Los

Angeles, CA

national sales tax,

off the streets and behind the store counters

(control them and tax them!), remove all
on ownership of weaponry, etc.

To talk about elimination of all government

schools,

no

close to

a

taxation, complete legalization
of street drugs, elimination of all arms control
laws, is just too much for the frightened,
average, American voter.
But I’ll tell you a secret: Once we get even
constitutional

republic, further
will
only draw yawns of disinterest. We will all be
having too much fun enjoying our lives, our
liberties, and our pursuits of happiness!
George Meyers
Des Plaines, IL

efforts of the LP to minimize government

Choice in Education

Although the public school system has
had years to prove itself a worthy institution,
government schools today compare poorly
to non-government schools. While edu¬
cational choice should be

a

fundamental

right for all parents, the poor and the working
class

trapped in physically dangerous

are

schools

and

deteriorating educational

programs. Past reform efforts and extra tax
burdens have not helped.
or

Alternative schools, whether government
non-government, empower parents to walk

away from bad schools,
schools to improve or

thus compelling the
lose their support.
Competition restores the notion of “consumer
sovereignty.” And choice enables parents to
seek academic excellence for their children.

Empowered parents are more active
participants of the school system, protecting
their children from curricula and textbooks
that

are not

consistent with their

beliefs and values. These

own

ethical

the

family
control of
within the
failing public* school system because of
are

values which parents have least
when they are forced to remain
economic limitations.

By the time

children come of age, I
with educational
decided to start
working for it now by supporting both Andre
Marrou, the LP presidential candidate, and
my husband Gordon Mobley, LP candidate
my

pray that I am empowered
alternatives. That’s why I

Are you
tired of

What you receive
For only $15 ( $20 foreign) a year you receive 12 issues
of Freedom Daily and our "Report from FFF" which details
our lectures,
speeches, seminars, and radio talk-shows.

molly*
coddling,

Our approach to advancing freedom
"It is time to end, not reform, America's welfare-state,
regulated-economy way of life."
Jacob G. Hornberger, President, FFF
“The

welfare state has been the great perpetrator and
perpetuator of poverty in our century."

weak-

Richard M.

Ebeling, Academic Vice President, FFF

"The Second Amendment is not about duck

What others

sissified,

"FFF is

on the fine
that would make its

manner

“FFF is
R. W.

pedaling,

“I

saying about FFF

carrying

WALTER E.

soft-

are

an

tradition offreedom in a
predecessors proud. "
WILLIAMS, Author, The State Against Blacks

important

new

voice for freedom."
Liberty magazine

BRADFORD, Publisher,

especially appreciate that FFF always reminds

SMaiteil

practical
approaches

You may

ANDREA M. RICH,

Money-back guarantee

to

cancel your subscription at any time with a
guaranteed pro-rated refund for unmailed issues of Freedom
Daily. The Future of Freedom Foundation is a 501(c) (3),
tax-exempt, educational foundation founded in 1989.

The Future of Freedom Foundation
P. O. Box 9752

•

Dept. L • Denver CO 80209

Or Call (303) 777-3588.

freedom?

CLIP AND MAIL COUPON

for

Shirley Mobley
Dallas, TX
Freedom Is Freedom
Ms.

Margarethe Kemner’s position (Aug.
NEWS) that it is a waste of money to
advertise in pornographic magazines is
interesting to note. Does she infer that she
1992

If so...a subscription to
Freedom Daily is for you

Libertarian

Party from the readers of such
dirt" because they are not
philosophically pure as anti-porn feminists
such as herself? Is it possible that she

a

one-year

Mail $15 ($20

foreign)
subscription to Freedom Daily (12 issues).
•

!

This

48-page monthly publication is the most
uncompromising, hardest-hitting libertarian
publication in America. Filled with essays on
liberty and quotes by freedom s greatest
thinkers, Freedom Daily also
as a

serves

handy pocket-sized appointment book.

does not want to swell the ranks of the
“filth and

of the moral

Publisher, Laissez Faire Books

Texas.

stand, too.

us

arguments for freedom, not just the practical ones."

for state board of education in district 13 in
If you want lower taxes and a better
educational system, it’s time you took a

hunting."
Party

David F. Nolan, Co-Founder, Libertarian

kneed,

We don't compromise!

CITY/STATE/ZIP_

□ CHECK ENCLOSED □ VISA □ MASTERCARD
Card #_

The Future of Freedom
Foundation
P. O. Box 9752 • Dept. L
Denver, CO 80209

true

Libertarian should

drugs like tobacco and alcohol—get it

federal laws

13

NEWS
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Dave, the Media, and

Plenty of Poll-ution
By Dave Barry
As the nation enters the “home stretch”
of the 1992 election race, it’s time to ad¬
dress the question of whether we in the

media are doing an accurate, fair,
responsible job of covering the bozos
running for president.
I would have to say, in all objectivity,
that we are. Oh, I realize that there are
news

and

some critics who believe that we in the
media are a bunch of childish, irrespon¬
sible snots with zero attention spans and
no interest in real issues.
Well, let me tell

something, Mr. Media Critic: Your fly
unzipped. Ha ha! Made you look!
Seriously, I’m sick and tired of this
media-bashing. I happen to be darned
proud of the job that we journalists do,
sometimes under very difficult circum¬
stances. I’ll give you an example from the
Republican convention:
It was the night that George Bush was
to give his speech accepting the nomina¬
tion, and all of us in the media knew that
unless he gave the Speech of His Life, his
candidacy was doomed. We had learned
this the same way we learn everything,
namely by conducting a scientific poll of
549 people.
Perhaps you are saying: “Wait a minute.
You can’t get any kind of meaningful infor¬
mation by polling only 549 people.”
Oh yes we can. Because this is a SCIEN¬
TIFIC poll. These are not just any old 549
you

is

Join the LP
see

Today!
page 4
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CAPTURED LIVE ON VIDEO!

December 2, 1991, a

unique
political and entertainment event
occurred in New Hampshire:
Gene Burns, Boston’s wildly
popular Libertarian talk show host, ap¬
peared on stage for two hours to interview
Thomas Jefferson, the nation’s third
and perhaps most Libertarian president.
The intellectual sparks flew as Burns
discussed everything from the Founding
Fathers, to Jefferson’s bad habits, to phi¬
losophy, to the Declaration of Indepen¬
dence, to modem politics with Jefferson
(actually, Clay Jenkinson, an Oxford-edu¬
cated, nationally known Jefferson scholar).
n

people. These are, by scientific measure¬
ment, the 549 stupidest people in America

0

Controversial
Quoting extensively from Jefferson’s
writings, speeches, and personal letters,
Jenkinson brought the Founding Father to
life as a witty, opinionated, and occasion¬
ally controversial human being. No matter
what question Burns asked him — whether
about Jefferson’s role as an inventor, hus¬
band, diplomat, wine connoisseur, or poli¬
tician
Jenkinson was able to answer it,
—

sparking laughter with witty asides, acer¬

bic comments, and

timely quotes.

Highlighting the evening were sponta¬
and unexpected questions from the
audience, everything from “What would be
your favorite food if you returned today?”
to “Did Jefferson really discuss smoking
marijuana with George Washington?”
neous

“More fun!”
By the end of the evening, Gene Burns,
smiling broadly, exclaimed to the audi¬
“I think I had

fun than you

did!”
This high-quality, two-hour tape is the
perfect introduction to the life of Jefferson,
an entertaining lesson in early American
life, and a revealing glimpse of the wideranging intellect of Gene Burns, the popular
ence:

more

Libertarian talk radio show host.

still answer a telephone. We in the
news media get all our major facts from
them. That’s why, as the presidential race
has developed over the past two years,
can

we’ve been able to inform you,

with com¬
plete confidence, that: 1) George Bush was
unbeatable; 2) Bill Clinton was doomed; 3)
Ross Perot had a very serious chance; 4)
George Bush was doomed; 5) Bill Clinton
was unbeatable; and 6) Ross Perot never
had

a

chance. You do not obtain informa¬

tion of this

consistency without the aid of

science.

So anyway, when the

Republican con¬
vention was held, our polls showed that
George Bush was scientifically doomed,
and his only hope was to give the Speech of
His Life. Everybody in the media was
saying this. A gang of leading pundits
roamed the convention press center, and if
they found a journalist who had failed to
use the words “the Speech of His Life” in a

report, they’d knock this offender
down, and Jack Germond would sit on him
while David Broder yanked off his press
credentials in a painful manner.
I was with a group of journalists who
had decided to cover the president’s speech
from a Houston establishment named, but
rarely called, Richard Heads’ Restaurant
news

and Bar. Our idea

How to Order
Best of all is the low

price: only $19.95
(plus $5.00 shipping/ handling). To order,
send cash, check, or money order for $24.95
to (and make checks payable to): Liber¬
tarian Party of New Hampshire, P.O.
Box 669, Windham, NH 03087. Please
allow three to four weeks for delivery.

was

that we’d find

ordinary voters there, and we could gauge
their reaction to the speech, using a bat¬
tery-powered reaction gauge.
The problem was that this particular
night turned out to be Bikers’ Night at
Richard Heads’. And when I say “bikers,”
I’m not talking about the health fanatics
you see pedaling furiously around on their
10-speeds, wearing what appear to be
girdles from space. I’m talking about people
who ride Harley-Davidson motorcycles—
large, muscular, hairy people who have

individual tattoos

larger than my entire
body. And those are just the WOMEN.
Fortunately, the bikers were basically
friendly, by which I mean they did not pick
us up by our small-circumference journal¬
istic necks and use us in a game of Human
Wall Darts. But they did not seem at all
interested in the president’s speech. You
could see the president on a ceilingmounted TV, but you couldn’t hear him,
because there was a very loud jukebox
playing heavy-metal songs by bands with
names like Ear Discharge.
We were able, however, to follow the
speech, because one of us, Craig, had a
cellular phone, which he used to call a
friend of his in Washington, DC, who was
watching it on TV.
“WHAT’S HE SAYING NOW?” Craig
would shout to his friend. Then he’d turn
us and shout:
“IT’S SOMETHING
ABOUT CAPITAL GAINS. OR MAYBE
WAR WITH SPAIN.”
to

Meanwhile, the rest of us, as trained
observers, were sharing our observations
on the speech. “HE HAS ONLY ONE
STRIPE ON HIS TIE,” somebody would
observe. And somebody else would say: “I
THINK HE’S MAKING THE HAND GES¬

TURES OF HIS LIFE.”
And thus, using gritty determination
and advanced journalism techniques, we
were able to overcome major obstacles to

“get the story” and report it to the Ameri¬
can people, who were unable to watch this
vital speech themselves because they had
rented “Revenge of the Nerds.”
And so, Mr. Media Critic, don’t try to
tell ME that we’re not doing a heck of a job.
The U.S. news media corps just so happens
to be the finest corps of news media in the
entire nation. And that statement is not

just my opinion. It’s backed up by
tific poll.

a

scien¬

© 1992 The Miami Herald

Quote of the Month
“Perot has been invited to

join the presidential debates
because he is

on

the ballot

as

official candidate. How
then could Bush and Clinton
an

not invite Libertarian

Party

candidate Andre Marrou who
has achieved the

same sta¬

tus?”
Alan Bernstein,

Houston Chronicle columnist
Submitted by William Williford

Houston, TX
Got
LP

a

Quote of the Month?

NEWS, P.O. Box 780,
Wnchester, VA 22604
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Legal Outrage: Use
By Randall Grindle
Claire Blotter, a Bolinas artist who crafts
feathers found on the beach into dramatic
fans and wands, faces two years in prison
and a $2,000 fine after federal agents seized
several pieces of her artwork.
The 43-year-old partner in a 10-woman
artists’ cooperative, who had just received

grant to help protect songbirds, says that
her beachcombing for feathers with other
nature lovers is done purely out of love for
a

nature and

a

NEWS

Feather, Go to Jail

This is a case for the Fully Informed
Jury Association (FIJA) JETs (jury educa¬
tion teams), the justice crusaders who ap¬
pear at political trials with a rallying cry of
“not guilty, because your law sucks.” The

and taxes
about local

America by telling us
political trials in your commu¬
nity, and by hitting the bricks with us to
give jurors the truth about their legal
power to judge the justice of the law.
across

JETs distribute FIJA brochures to the
To join the FIJA Freedom Fighters in
their battle for liberty and justice, write

jurors which encourage them to “hang” or
acquit, and to stop the enforcement of such
unjust laws.
You can help to repeal anti-liberty laws

FIJA, P.O. Box 684, Lower Lake, CA95457,
or

call 707-994-4817.

birds.

“I’m not

killing birds to get their feath¬
ers,” Blotter said while anxiously awaiting
word on her legal fate for violating a law
which she said she did not know existed,

Our Roots, Our Future

and which makes little sense in her case.
The law, which was enacted in 1916,
now lists 15 pages of species whose feath¬
contraband. The only bird feathers
prohibited are those of pigeons, tur¬
keys, chickens, quail, and the English spar¬
ers are

free market.

not

row.

Special agent Cynthia Struzik said,
“you’re faced with a situation of when do
you prosecute and when don’t you pros¬
ecute? We’ll let Blotter go, and maybe the
next person will have more feathers.”
Howard Dillon, manager ofthe commu¬
nity center next to the crafts cooperative,
said the community in Bolinas has rallied
in support of Blotter. “This is insanity
because we’re talking aboutfeathers picked
up off the beach here. Migratory birds go
through here in the millions,” he said in a
article in the San Francisco
Chronicle.
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Upcoming Events
November 3,1992:
Election Day. Vote Libertarian!

November 11-14,1992:

Drug Policy Foundation’s Sixth International Conference on Drug Policy
Reform, Loews L’Enfant Plaza Hotel, Washington, DC; 202-895-1634.
December 12-13,1992:
Libertarian National Committee

My Day

“Actually, my views are probably
leaning toward a libertarian point of
view... Not liberal. Liberal always has
the connotation of somebody that
wants to spend somebody else’s
money. And conservatives don’t want
to spend any of their own money. But
libertarians love independence, and I
like everyone leaving everyone else
alone. I’ve never approved of govern¬
ment meddling. Whatever people want
to do is fine as long as you’re not
bothering anybody else.”
Clint Eastwood

Meeting, Las Vegas, NV; 702-438-7633.

Rolling Stone magazine, Sept 17, 1992
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